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Ithaca, New York, March '31, 1972 
We send missionaries Into the backward 
areas of the world to tuch the natives 
to wur pants so we can pick their 
pockets . 
George Bernard Shaw 
Hanneford Circus 
I !lt' circus came to town last week. A 
, i:,.111 theatre of motion and pure 
11l'ftai~ment; the real body 
pl·rformances created a feeling of true 
Iii.: in the Ben Light Gym Sunday. 
The Hanneford Circus, colorful and 
alive, presented the audience with the 
full circus tableau from cougars and 
naming hoops, to the rank odor· of 'a 
VJriety of expertly trained and tamed 
animals. 
The old gym, famous for its no 
~moking rock concerts, was not the 
\Jmc. Three rings occupied the center 
area, bordered by a crowd of Ithaca 
lownspeople, college students, and. as 
thcy say, children of all ages. Of course 
the cottgn can~. sequined costumes, 
Jn<l .. P-rograms," enhanced the stark 
hl',tuty of human bodies commanding 
th,·mselves with full physical and mental 
"" 1 pcration. 
Wild Animals 
\lex sat stretched out on the 
bk.1L"hcrs smoking· a cigarette. He was 
" 11 1,1de of Elmira on his way to 
11.,rrisburg, hitching, when somebody 
'
1
"111 the Hanneford circus stopped to 
111, 1-. him up. They soon convinced him 
ll..1t he should come to Ithaca and help 
,n up the circus. So here he was 
r,, ltning near the rigging that suspended 
•
1 1r,1peze over the floor of the Ithaca 
1 
•1lll'gc Gymnasium. · 
I he matinee performam:e was over. 
I lt,·y sat in clenched silence, as Princess 
I .J1.1na, the wife of Tommy Hanncford, 
1' 11 1 cougars and leopards through 
,l,.,nges and movements. The cats 
~r,,wled, bitched, and at times looked as 
/ they would like to put Mrs. 
l.,nneford through the flaming hoops. 
ll,11 ~he persevered, and in one instance 
,u,ackcd a particularly obstinant 
k,,pard. With her expert movement and 
<<>ntrol, the cats obeyed begrudgingly. 
\ t one point in the performance, the 
'.:'t on the top stand stood up and 
,,,,wed at the net. The crowd tensed and 
" ll'w men ran to the cage and checked 
~he netting reassuringly. Captain Frank 
· 
11npson sat by the cage .during the act 
k,·cping a careful watch. Al ·one point 
h,· stood up and threw a pole into the 
~,,gt• ~or her defense. After the show 
·
1rtam Frank came over and sat down 
11
~.,r Alex~Frank, who at different times 
11
·" a test ·pilot and stunt man now 
I r,uns the cats that Mrs. Hanneford 
Pnforms with. An older man plagued :? _diabe_tesi he gave up .. the test pilot 
Us1ness ','~en the old sugar" acted up t<l began. his present occupation. A 
dncn~ of.:'. tfie. · late ~Clyde Bea~tlC, he 
escnbe"~h~ ,ait.uatiog Mrs. Hanneford 
·;:;::,r ~~.·~·~.. . . 
Co:me And Gone 
was in. 
"None of my cats arc dcdawed, they 
all have their hooks. We don't use zoo 
cats either. they arc all from thL' wild. 
It's a long time befon.• tlll:y can accept 
another individual. A tcw nights ago 
Mrs. Hanneford was cl:1wcd hy one of 
them. But generally the cats are as ;nuch 
into the theatre of the circus as the 
performers." . 
"The lcopar·d. from the time she goes 
out. takes the limelight from Mrs. 
Hanneford. She'll crowd all over lots of 
time taking t!1e top scat and I.hen 
stretching out. They all perform because 
they know they get fed when it ·s all 
over. You can't feed them before the 
show-·lhey gel too dopey." 
But still Mrs. Hanneford stands in the 
cage with a half dozen snarling beasts 
that arc natural enemies ... I had a lot of 
trouble," she said seconds after her act. 
"The leopards and pumas were fighting 
each other and when that 
happens-well, I'm in the middle." 
She continued. talking about the few 
days back when one of the cats sliced 
her hand during the performance. "It's 
all forgotten-the next day you're in 
with them again. When you're traveling, 
you don't really have time to do 
anything about it." 
Traveling Together 
Traveling and motion is a keyword lo 
the circus. Moving from town to town, 
it is a community working together, 
from the acts in the three rings, to 
breaking down riggings or feeding the 
animals. 
To_mmy Hanneford, of the 
generation1 old circus family, flashed 
between the parking lot and the gym 
keeping some sort of overview of the 
operation. In the family act he is a 
clown popping on and off horses 
circling the ring while the family 
performs their special stunts. 
Afterwards he rearrange.c; and changes, 
checks equipment, moving acts; keeping 
thin1_1;, together. 
Cindy, while not a family member, is 
part of the center ring attraction. She 
also works a dog act, hangs out on ropes 
quite a few feet off the ground, and is 
part of the Cinderdla pageant. After 
the show she feeds the dogs and takes 
care of the horses. Very few people in 
the circus community serve single 
functions either in the arena. or after 
the show is over. · 
No More Bigtop 
One problem. has bL•en ehmmated. 
The Biglop no longer cxish m the 
llanneford ope rat ion. The concept of 
indoor cin.:uses •~ fairly recent. While a 
pr:1ctical idea. it arose out of 1.:erta1n 
objective l."Onditons of the earth. A~ 
Philip Morri~ L' x pl;iined. ..It·~ hard to 
find a vacant lot thes · days. The ones 
you played one year--the next year it'~ 
a shopping center." Phil. a magician 
and part of thl' .management 
corporation, continued. "There are ~till 
lent shows in existence. but arenas an<l 
gyms allow year round performance~." 
l·ll' would not however explain his 
levitation act. 
The elimination of tenh doesn't 
bother brother Roy Bush. J\n elephant 
trainer for 48 years, moving no l_onger 
means usmg his elephants to pull out 
trucks stuck in the mud. 
Mqving indoors or wherever, onl' 
member of the circus always remains in 
his role. The Ringmaster. Count 
:\tL'hnla~. l1kt• man\ otltcr~ at 
llannelord. ha~ bl'L'll will; l."IILtis,·, for ,l 
Ionµ time. ",\II I've ever kno\\ n •~ the 
<.:m.:11,." For thirty thrL'l' yc.11, he was 
thL' R1n11111a~tcr for thc (;rt·at,·,t Show 
on l:arl h. With a SalL1tl,,r Dail 
11111~tadll'. ;111d the ringmµ \01,c ol J 
prolc~~1nnal. he annou11l't'' ,·.1d1 act 
with ,.:1r,·u~ I l,11r. 
And lhat', what 1t •~ lolk,. I.oh of 
pnlorml'r~. ~pe<.:1al ~kill~. real Iii<' pl'opk 
dl'fyn1g dl',1th with ah~ol11t,· boll\ 
Cl>nt I ol. .\ ,weepmg ..:cntttrll'~ old 
trad1t1on of C<'Operallon. the ClrL'lb 1., 
not tdevis1on or BroadwJy artificialitv. 
Tho.: cats are as rl'al a~ the view from· tl;e 
trapo.:ze. There are no C'oca-Cola 
conimcrc1als to mterrupt your viewing. 
The circus doesn't put down a moral or 
tell you what you can do. But 1f vou 
look doscsly. you l:an scl' J st ylc" of 
living coopo.:rativcly. and probably the 
only form of entertamment that 1s 
, ~11nply and Joyou~ly not lung but nJtural 
fun. 
PHOTOS BY BARB GOLDBERG, O~ff~ GOTTHOFFER, 
ALAN T'NAJAR, RICHARD SHARP 
I• 
--- ---~~-~--,- --------...---- . -------
:;. ~"· ~,1 l"""rc.; I I, .~ .......... •, "" ,,,,!tl ~.,1· 
, ~·~'; r:-... , !:-1,·,,,;.~ ,:._·.,&.t~, .. J(:--j .. 
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MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Specif,liai1t9 J11 
ALL SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 
PAP~R BOUND BOOKS 
PIPE REPAIRS 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
Next to Strand· Theater 
Look for the orange awnings 
::t18 E. ST ATE ST. 
................. ~···· 
* ,:;;;:.:/>.,~ e ~t:S.-1 *  4=r,1 C_ 1 ~ f l- I  
* ~,~, fnll<!l!),1m~3 * * ~--- s...,,) )/JJN!!r=~~~ ~'9 * 
* ~~ -~ * t A FRENCH_RESTAURANT J 
fl- 1152 THE DANBY ROAD * I n~MM I 
* ... * J DAILY REGIONAL # 
* S:PECIAL TIES IN I 
* ADDITION J TO OUR REGULAR 1 FIVE COURSE * 
it DINNER MENU * 
it ... * 
* * l SUNDAY BRUNCH # 
l FROM $1.75 # 
ftFROM 11:A.M. TO 2:30P.M& 
# Presenting over 20 # 
#>melettes and stuffed crepes# 
fl, CLOSED TUESDAY t1-
'********************J 
LET US HELP YOU 
STEAM 
CARPET 
CLEANING 
• New Safe Woy To : 
rCiean Your Carpets ... 
Room Size or Wall To Wall 
Any Carpet at All ........... . 
We Can Clean Your Carpets 
with out taking you to the 
cleaners. AR2-6068 
REASONABLE RATES 
HELP Of ITHACA 
512 WEST STA TE STREET 
ITHACA NEW YORK 
'We Are All Raaciata' 
Florence Rumph: 
K HI be One Ithacan Supporting ·Wallace by en o com 
Florence Rumph believes that 
the only successful peace 
demonstration would be one in 
which "the legislators of the 
federal government" were among 
those. arrested. She is also of the 
opinion that a racist is a person 
who "was born with the right to 
like or dislike another person." 
Early this week we ventured 
downtown to check-out Ithaca's 
one-ti me unsuccessful mayoral 
candidate, President of the 
Tompkins County Taxpayers 
Association, Chairwoman of the 
Tompkins County Courage Party, 
member of the county's 
Reapportionment Committee and 
Economic Opportunity Board. 
and member of the Mayor's 
('itizcns Advisory 
Committee -- Florence Rumph. 
Mrs. Rumph greeted us with a 
hl'Sitant smile from behind the 
counter of a local jewelry store 
where she is employed and 
ushered us into her private office. 
With both of us comfortably 
seated. she waited expectantly for 
the questioning to begin. 
'To Unite The Taxpayers' 
Being concerned over the 
amount of tax dollars which seem 
to kap from our wallet into 
government ..:offers before we've 
even received them. we began 
with an inquiry into the 
structure and functions of the 
various federal, state. and local 
tax payers groups. Mrs. Rumph 
explained that the primary 
organization on the national level 
is the National Tax Action group. 
In New York State the two 
primary citizens' tax-action 
groups are the New York State 
Tax payers Association and the 
Voice of Taxpayers. Mrs .. Rumph 
is concerned primarily with the 
latter organization and plans to 
resign from her post as President 
of the Tompkins County 
Taxpayers Associa lion today in 
order to spend more time 
consolidating the various local 
groups in New York. Her goal is 
to "unite the one-hundred and 
sixteen taxpayers groups in New 
York State under one umbrella." 
We asked the 53-year-old 
states· rights advocate just what 
the various taxpayers groups are 
trying to accomplish. Like the 
c x perienced hunter who is 
stalking familiar prey, Mrs. Rumph 
sat back in her chair and smiled 
for a moment. She then 
proceeded to explain with an air 
of confidence, her personal and 
official criticisms of present· 
administrative forces in 
government. "The people don't 
have their own lobby at _any level 
of government .. What we have is 
taxation without representation." 
We gave Mrs. Rumph a reassuring 
smile and she continued. "It is our 
goal to be the voice of the 
people .. ."to get representation at 
all levels of state government. Our 
goal is to go after the incredible 
waste in govern men l." Pressed for 
specifics. Mrs. Rumph, with voice 
rising and forefinger jabbing 
emphatically at"the desk. ruferred 
to the Pension Plan recently 
passed by and for the New York 
State legislators ... "These 
legislators have set a precedent 
that will giw every government 
employee in New York State the 
right to demand a similar 
raise ... I think it is appalling ... 
Ninety-five percent of the 
legislators in Albany are 
lawyers ... they should be getting 
their pensions from their law 
practh:es." 
Florence Rumph then told us 
that she personally feels that there 
should be a limit to the length of 
time that public officials are 
allowed in office. She said that 
this limit would result in a "more 
representative form of 
government." 
Just as Mrs. Rumph's anger for 
rich la-wyer's began to subside, we 
turned the conversation to the 
controversial bussing issue. She 
leaned forward slightly and 
exclaimed "We are FED UP with 
the words 'quality education'! 
With the money that is now being 
spent. there should not be any 
inferior schools ... No child should 
be bussed because of the color of 
hLc; skin." As if to assuage our 
obvious skepticism. she pointed 
out that all this extra bussing is 
costing the taxpayers additional 
money. 
Fifteen-Cent Education 
Turning to the Tomkins 
County fiscal scene, Mrs. Rumph 
shook her head sadly and told us 
that 85 cents out of each dollar 
earmarked for education in the L~~;;; 
s I, 1 ,.,, --~ :;; W'"II~~ ~.A 
S· '<I' 
local budget is going into 
maintenance and 
salaries ... "This means that our 
children are getting a fifteen cent 
education." In view of this 
unfortunate circumstance, We 
asked how the allocation of ca~h 
should be broken down. "The 
administration of schools 1, 
top-heavy," she replied. She told 
us that everyone in the education 
bu.siness is making too much 
money. Mrs. Rumph then went c,n 
-to explain that many of Ithaca ·1 
woes are caused by a 
pre-ponderance of 
professionally-oriented peopl,·. 
''Ithaca suffers from 
professionalism.'.' she said. 
A fr a i d I h a t m a y be l11 c 
conversation was getting a lilt le 
heavy. we turned-with heart in 
throat and pen in hand-to the 
lighter quesiion of Florence 
Rumph's association with the 
George Wallace people. 
Mrs. Rumph is the Chairman of 
the Tompkins County Courage 
Party. The title "Courage Party" 
results from the fact that New 
York State law prohibits the u~e 
of the word "American" on 
election ballots. Thus. the 
Am er ica n I nde pendent Party 
become the CourJge Party in the 
"empire state." 
"We Are All Racists" 
Our enthusiastic Wallace 
supporter pointed out that she 
will be a guest speaker in Syracuse 
at the April 7th meeting of 
"Friends for Wallace". Her chosen 
topic is "Racism and Taxes." Mr,. 
Rumph informed us that "One of 
the reasons I have chosen racism 1, 
the fact that I am absolutely fed 
up that newspapers keep callinl! · 
Mr. Wallace a racist.", She added 
in no uncertain terms that "W,· 
are all racists of one kind or 
another; that is part of beinl! 
ltuman." 
Gesturing frequently with her 
hands, Florence Rumph outlined 
the hopes of the American 
Independent Party. ··we would 
like to run candidates for ever~ 
available office in the United 
States." She looked down her 
nose at us as she expressed th,· 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11 
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joint rush party 
EASTER SPECIAL 
Thurs, Friday,& Sat11rday Nigltts ...... . 
JON A S P O·R .... from Ha;tford Conn. 
. IO Beers all night- Thursday 
10 .c~nt B~ers ( half quart ) till I 0:00 
Friday & Saturday Nights 
AD1\1ISSION 
ALL THREE 
NIGHTS 
·only Sl~OO 
-
.. , . 
:P~impton Performs; 
Never Out Of His League 
by Ward H. Silver 
r11ere doesn't appear to be · 
di that George Plimpton, the 
ng.uing 6'4" You Name It, 
n ·1 done or plans to do as he 
·,·rses the globe in wardrobes 
~1ng from white tie and tails to 
; 111g shorts. Last Thursday 
0mg in Ben Light Gym, a 
1-1ntroduced Plimpton 
cr1hing himself as a reporter 
0 Jabbles "mostly in athletics 
1 occasionally the 'ahts' ", 
nunted his adventures as 
nc·rback for the Detroit Lions 
,t,·ning to footsteps while on 
bench"), the loudest gongist 
0 with the New York 
tlharmonic, and as a most 
professionals endure,· citing a 
french horn player he had known 
who suddenly cracked. He also 
dis cussed the strain miler Jim 
Ryun must feel attempting his 
comback in track. 
Plimpton sometimes sees 
himself as an amateur sociologist 
since each group he joins he 
becomes intimately involved in. 
Initially viewing the circus as a 
childhood fantasy, he came away 
from his Flying Apollos ·humble, 
with "a profound respect" for 
their dedication to this particular 
breed of professionalism. 
ihe grey-haired, baggy-eyed 
adventeur is also another kind of 
o many people Pllmpton Is a professional flop, someone like themselves who 
tries something Just out of his reach only to fall miserably. 
• T •' • ~ .. ., • t ,."./,' '" \ ... 
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P~~e· App.~intment Effective June 1; 
Seqrc·h· Committee Seeks Enlarge·d Duties 
by Ken Holcombe 
William Pace, Coordinator of 
EOP and Minority Affairs, was 
officially named to the new 
position of Assistant to the Vice 
President for Student Affairs early 
this week as announced in last 
week's Ithacan. Pace's new post, 
which becomes effective 
June I, will expand his 
present duties to include the 
development of a broder minority 
education program. On the 
assumption that academic and 
professional programs offered 
here will appeal to minority 
students of diverse backgrounds 
more than most liberal arts 
programs at other colleges, Pace 
will work with the Admissions 
Office in its recruitment activities. 
He will also cooperate with the 
Development Office to raise funds 
to expand and support minority 
education. Part of this money will 
co me directly to the College's 
newly formed Foundation for 
Developing Minoritv Education. 
Remediation and. counseling 
services will be expanded under 
Pace's direction, as will summer 
and permanent employment 
Proposal For Expansion 
The three students on the Ad 
Hoc Committee met alone after 
the meeting and drew up a-
proposal for the expansion of the 
committee's duties. The 
students-Jeff White, Nancy 
Mandelkern, and Kevin 
Brownell-proposed that the 
duties of the commit~ee include 
the following: I) The committee 
, should be taken out of Ad Hoc 
.status and made permanent. ::!) 
The committee should be given 
, the role of advisor to the 
-a d m i n i s t r a t i o n o n a I I 
·appointments including staff 
positions within the 
· Administration. 3) The committee 
should be consulted on all 
dismissals as well as appointments. 
4) The committee should bl' 
charged with the evaluation of all 
offices presently occupied. 51 
Finally, the proposed committee 
should maintain strict control 
over confidentiality in all matters 
which may affect individuals on a 
personal level. The students 
further stated that the name of 
the expanded committee should 
be the Committee on 
Appointments, Promotions, and 
Dismissals. 
The students, a~ well as the 
committee as a whole, did make it 
clear that they endorsed the 
appointment of Pace and that 
. what they questioned was the way 
m which the appomtment was 
made. 
Greg Davis will present the 
students' proposal to Student 
Congre~~ for consideration at next 
Tuesday's meeting. It 1s also 
expected to be presented to the 
All College Faculty mectmg 
scheduled for April 5th. 
'Round'. 
The World 
.opportunities for minority TreesDie 
students. , Berkeley (LNS)- A number of trees_have been dying on the shady 
Com men ting on the way in 
~roves of the Berkeley campus here. Some experts say that 11 's not 
.vhich the decision to appoint the ordinary pollut1on but the large amounts of tear gas that have 
Pace to the new position was been dispersed over the trees during severe demonstrat1ons. 
made, President Phillips late last Something Heavier 
week said in an interview that the New York ( LNS )- Marijuana cigarettes should not be legalized, 
Ad Hoc Commitree on 
· warns a Columbia University sociologist. They may lead to 
Adm i nistra t ional Appointment something ··far more harmful": tobacco cigarettes. 
was not consulted because Pace Throwaway Autos 
was being appointed to a staff "Throwaway cars" which will not be expected to last more than 
:rnsition, not an administ rative · 1 Q-1 5,000 miles arc likely to be produced within the next five years, 
:me. He explained that since Pace .says a report prepared for the federal government. These very 
w35 appointed AssiStant to the inexpensive automobiles are expected to have annual sales of seven 
Vice President, the decision did . percent in the total auto market by 1980. 
fuwd aerialist with the Flying professional. To many people he not fall within the jurisdiction of No Bootlegging 
ollus. is a "professional flop", someone the Ad Hoc Committee. Denver (CPS)-lt looks like the end of the assembly line for 
Plimpton, the Harvard graduate Ii k e themselves who tries Appointment Not Within bootlegs. The anti-piracy act passed by Congress last fall has gone 
ncd daredevil, augmented his something just out of his reach Committee's Jurisdiction into effect. The new law makes bootlegging of records a federal 
k with a series of slides only to fail miserably. It is this The committee which includes crime. Bootlegging of records most recently made headlines when 
rurmg him in various degrees specific association as well as the three faculty members and three the Bangladesh album was pirated. Monies made from the concert 
rnnsternation, humiliation and sheer lunacy of his endeavors (he students, and was created by and the sale -of the album were to go to help the people of 
lrJ~ted triumph. He could be is considering playing goalie for Student Congress last November, Bangladesh, where many were, and are, starving. 
P at the bottom of a half-ton the Boston Bruins) that entertains held an emergency meeting last Tuition Fight 
inotball players, bloodied after his audiences. Thursday night. The committee Albany, N.Y. (CPS)-Student leaders from the State University 
ming an Archie Moore punch, George Plimpton didn't come discussed the appointment with and the City University of New York, in an unprecedented alliance, 
d buried in bushes trying to to Ithaca College to spill a Vice President of the Student have launced a lobbying drive to repeal the scheduled rise in tuition 
d lus golf ball while on the pro · puliticel rap (although he could Body Greg Davis, and decided · at the branches of the State University system this summer, as well 
If tour. The accompanying prob ab I y get a way with that President Phillips was correct as preserve the free tuition policy at the Ctty University. The massive 
r~rfacive comments ("This is impersonating a politician) but in assuming that the decision was higher education system in the state has been in the throes of a 
c playing a lie with no instead talked about pitching to not within the committees severe financial crisis this past year. 
llJt1on whatsoever of human Willie Mays or playing a round of jurisdiction. In further discussion Postponed Tuition 
h11Jtion") brought quick easy golf ahead of Arnold Palmer s the committee members expressed New Haven (CPS)-A total of 1257 students at Yale Umversity 
ghrcr from the audience. "Army". Undoubtedly, Plimpton t h e i r fee Ii n g that their have elected to sign contracts under the new Tuition Postponement 
A~ a percussionist playing can gauge an audience (he has also responsibilities have never been Option which permits them to finance the cost of their education 
•angle with the New York attempted stand-up comedy in clearly defined. They also voiced against future lifetime earnings. Students can defer up to S800 each 
ilharmonic, Plimpton described Las Vegas): last' Thursday·s talk their concern that the student academic year out of the total annual charge for tuition, board and 
c experience as "most proved that. In any event, the body should have been consulted room. 
1gh tening" when waiting for "Paper Lion" will continue to before the appointment was made McHugh Named . 
he moment of commitment" fascinate various assemblages with even though the <:ommittee itself Ithaca (TCCM)-Former DA Matthew F. McHugh has been named 
nailed by conductor Leonard each new story of adventures out was not supposed to be involved. coordinator of the Tompkins County Citizens for Muskie campaign. 
rnstein. 'He later commented on of his league. · He will direct the local campaign for election of Muskie delegates 
l' tremendous pressure and alternates to the Democratic National Convention in Miami 
r--------=----------------------------------seach. 
-DNCE, A DRAGON CHALLENGED 
A-KNIGHT TO A GAME OF QUOITS, 
·FOR THE WASER OF 3 CANS OF 
. SCHAEFER BEERE ••• 
WHENCE THE KNIGHT FORGETHE 
QUICKLY INTO .. THE LEAD, AND 
AGREED TO DOUBLE THE BET.,. 
,, 
't/. .... ~i ' -•• 
- J ' 
. ' I,;• ...... :,':_• 
l 
,• .. , 
. ' 
BUT ALAS, WHEN VICTORIE WAS 
ALMOST HIS, BAO LUCK FALLETH 
UPON HIM ANO HE LOST ALL 
HIS BEE~ TO THE DRAGON •.. 
... ;,' 't ~ ~..,.,,,.,~ i 
\ :- ':- ""-,"' 
> ' ' , ~ 
PROVING THAT SOME GUYS 
JUST OONT KNOW HOW TO 
QUOIT WHEN THEY'RE AHEAD. 
.. 
lcflMt9t S-ln. • \'orUncl Albaft)', IU., ea111more, MCI., Lel'l(all Valle7, P1 • 
••••• 
-
=· 
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EDITORIALS 
Deadlined 
You learn a lot of things when you work on 
this newspaper. This was a rough issue. It seems 
that all of us here at the Ithacan had something we 
were really into this week and wanted .to do with 
the paper. Too much to do and not enough 
cohesion. As a result. pages had to be cut at 4:00 
this morning, stories were shuffled and the paper is 
not as together as we'd all hoped it would be. 
I ts not 5: 30 and typing just keeps on rattling 
the minds of the bleary Ithacan people who 
produce the paper. An hour to go before we Ieavr 
for the printers and how are we going to finish? 
Scratching out endlesi, paragraphs that are just 
no good, trying to carve a good article from a 
surplus of words and expressions and sometimes 
too few ideas to make it work. 
Soda and no cigarettes unless you stocked up 
before they locked the Towers and sometimes a 
little crazed out from the beer in the Pub. 
Authors of inspired articles that have been cut 
because of lack of time and space. hassling and 
getting uptight about their wasted work. "There's 
just no room" you have to explain back. "Well, its 
more important than ... "they'll protest. They're 
right. There is no justice when it is dii:tated by the 
indifferent clockfacc. DEADLINE DEADLINE 
DEAD line. 
Who reads this'! You're reading it. Maybe you 
like it. maybe you don't.Perhaps it inspires you to 
revolution; maybe it just bores you. Do you think 
its run by crazed yippii.:s, sexist dogs, fascist pigs, 
administralion lackeys'! Is there something we can 
do for you'! 
Should the campus newspaper confine itself to 
the campus'! That area can .often be barren ground 
for news stories. We're not sure however. that our 
real obligation isn't to tum Ithaca College on to 
the rest of the world, and especially to a few 
alternatives concerning that occasionally dismal · 
situation. 
No matches. Sometimes a guy comes around ' 
selling subs and when the paper can afford it, we 
buy some. Not tonight. Writing headlines, picture 
captions, now editing paragraphs from stories that 
just won't fit. We're lucky tonight because none of 
the machines have broken down at all. None of the 
people either. The people who work on this paper 
are usually more reliable than tbe machines. 
No sleeping Wednesday nights. Just on and on 
and on. So much we want to do, so much that 
could be done, so much we should do, just how 
much we can do. 
"Where's the Editorial" they're hollering 
desperately. Little do they realize ... Sometimes 
there is just really nothing to rave about in an 
editorial. If you have nothing specific to say, why 
do it? This newspaper is still liberating itself and 
ha,; yet to free itself from that tradition. Well lets 
just talk to the people conversationally, They'll 
understand. 
You do learn things though. This week, lots of 
us here at the old noozpaper just didn't get it 
together early enough. Great ideas are good fuel, 
but without working on it to make it happen, 
things just go nowwhcre. 
If this issue isn't what you'd like it to be 
consider that we at least learned one 
thing-Procrastination is the thief of time. Its 6:00 
and here comes the sun, lighting up the newspaper 
office, revealing this strange assortment of ideas, 
work, frustration and triumph to the light of day. 
Lets see what its like. Maybe we'll fool you with 
our next publication. 
Con1 n1 ent 
No Water Fights Allowed 
Editor: 
As the weather starts to get 
warmer in Ithaca. thoughts seem to 
turn to the "fun idea" of a water 
fight. I would, therefore. like to 
also turn everyone's thoughts to 
the costs of our last water fight on 
October 30, I 971. Costs to 
college property alone amounted 
to $490 for the evening. 
In addition, several students were 
badly injured; we have no figures 
on further damage to the personal 
property of dormitory residents. 
College. Perhaps tI:iose who enjoy 
water fights could consider the 
problem of these rising costs and 
try to find Jess expensive ·outlets 
for their energies. I would also 
appeal to their concern for 
injuring others, but this appeal 
was raised last semester and no 
one seemed concern·ed about that. 
Sickle Cell Anemia 
And Birth Control 
We all arc concerned about 
rising costs of attending the 
Water fights get started just for 
the fun of the moment. 
Unfortunately the personal and 
property costs remain behind. 
Patricia Merkin 
Coordinator of Residential Life 
by Ali Shabazz 
This column has pointed out the dangers and 
genocidal trend of birth control programs to Black 
people. Now that Oneonta is about to get its own 
fully equipped and fully operated Planned 
Parenthood Clinic, the main organization involved 
JJ1 dealing death to the oppressed people through 
pills and other birth (death) controlling devices, 
we should be on the lookout for a more agressive 
and intensive campaign at suco to recruit 
unwitting students to the task of furthering the 
cause of this organization. For now there is a new 
area within the birth control plan which means 
more danger to Black America and is more than 
likely to be expolited for maximulT! results. 
Recently. there has been great concern and 
commotion over the disease sickle cell anemia. 
Sickle cell is a blood disease which is peculiar to 
Black people. It is, generally speaking, a distortion 
of the red blood cells which results in pain, 
suffering, abnormalities and, sometimes, death. 
Unlike the regular anemic, the sickler (one who 
has the disease) has no medical miracles at his 
disposal to alleviate or cure his condition. The 
most unfortunate factor is that ten percent of 
Black people in the United States alone have the 
disease, or trait, and ninety perce~t of these are 
yet undiagnosed. 
For the most part, sickle cell anemia is 
hereditary, which means that with the proper 
testing and screening, the possibility of 
perpetuation of the disease or trait in the family 
line is minimized since the carrier will more than 
likely be discouraged from having children at any 
time, 
OHice= 
Z.7-4-~.2.07 
And now recent findings indicate there is a 
direct correlation of pills to sickle cell. One can 
almost picture the planned parenthood and zero 
population growth theorists ironing out the rough 
spots in their new campaign to prove otherwise. 
But the facts are too overwhelming to be set aside 
.......... ____ e'!". "".'.""' by any new pamphlets, slogans, buttons, or 
Publhlled wHkly during the school year, except flnt wHk In March and third WHk In 'money for research" that they can come up with. 
October. second c1111 postage, Ithaca, New York, 14150. Po1tm11ter, please send form What is the correlation of pills to sickle cell? It 
3579 to auslneu Manager, The Ithacan, West Tower, Ithaca College, Ithaca, N. V ·• 14alO'S si mp)y this. Oral contraceptives, taken by 
Subscription cost $7.50. ~dltorlal 111ew1 reflect tr,e opinion of the Editorial Board. Th-vomen with the sickle cell disease or trait, make 
neither reflect th• official position of Ithaca College nor nec:esurlly lndl~te the consen- uch women more susceptible to stroke, heart 
1111 of the student body. The Ithacan resenres the right to correct, edit, or refuse to pub-attack or other blood clots. What makes this so 
llsh a11i, ,naterlal submitted for_publlc:atlon. 
perilous is that no family planning clm1cs, 
domestic or overseas, administer the inexpens11c 
and brief test for. sickle cell before prescribing the 
contraceptives. Planned Parenthoodor ZPG do not 
warn you what the sickle cell disorder with use of 
the pill may result in. They merely speak ol 
general "side effects", of the pill and only that~ 
done as a matter of procedure. They never relate 
the two. 
1 In· 196 7, Ors. Roy Haynes and James Dunt 
report that two patients, both with the di~~Jse. 
developed blood clots in their lungs after us1nJ 
oral contraceptives. Th'e report, in the Journal 01 
the American Medical Association, tells of a Black 
woman who had the sickle cell disease and no 
record of blood clotting or any thromboses She 
developed a blood clot in a lung eight months ,,ner 
taking the pill. She stopped using the pill tor 
awhile but upon resuming she developed anClth11 
clot in her lung. When taken off the pill altogct her. 
the clotting problem stopped. 
Doctors at the Albert Einstein Collcgt· cl 
Medicine in New York City do not give oril 
contraceptives to patients with the disease or tr311 
as well as Dr. Robert Scott, a specialist in s1,kli 
cell disease at the Medical College of Virgin~ 
Health Sciences Center, (Ramparts, Jan. 72). Wh\ 
Because proof is overwhelming that women 1111 
the sickle cell disorder have adverse reaction' 10 
the pill. . 0 The Food and Drug Administration requir~~ n 
warnings on latels of oral contraceptives th31 
pre-existing blood disorders make them dangcrou~ 
Why? Family planning clinics usually do not giic 
the easy test for the trait. Why? Black peopl<' 1~ 
general arc not advised to receive such a 11\ 
before using the pill. Why? The prime targl'l 0 
birth control programs are cities and countri~ 
with almost exclusive Black population. Wl·Y· 
W~?W~? o 
It is up to you;·everyone of you, to be aw~rt· ( 
the tricks and traps set for .you in the gu1s,' i°· 
"family planning" and "population contr\c 
Whoever controls the clinics tbe hospitals, 1 !l 
manufacturing houses, and the raw materials fr~,o 
which contraceptives are made, will be the ?"~~r~ 
control population growth: yours. Don t t 
forget it ...... 
':. ', --~ 
Grease Up 
Colorado 
by John Sadwith 
The following is an attempt to review two NYC' 
plays, both seen over spring vacation. The first, a 
melodrama entitled "Colorado", is produced and 
directed by the same people (believe it or not) 
who brought you New Jersey and New York. 
The curtain rises. Beautiful scenery: clear 
skies-huge mountains-brown plains and a sun. 
The stars are real people; when walking down the 
street they smile, say hello and might even strike 
up a conversation. This might seem a little 
backwards to those Manhattan diehards but it is 
true. 
There are some parallels between the play 
"Colorado" and the play "Ithaca". The growing 
population is a problem and various communities 
m Colorado are passing laws limiting population 
growth. In Ithaca we limit population by tearing 
down any building that looks old and leaving wide 
open spaces called parking lots. In another five 
years one won't be able to tell the difference 
between the two places. As we stand on the South 
Hill and look down at the huge brown barren 
plains below we might not know where we arc. 
Now to review a play of another type. One 
that, I feel, was the finest three hours of 
entertainment I have ever seen. The play is 
"Grease" and it is playing at the Eden Theatre in 
the East Village. It is promoted as a SO's rock 
musical. I would call it three hours of pure ecstasy. 
The story concerns "the new girl in town". The 
"Pink Ladies", a local ,girls' gang and the 
cheerleader-in-residence vie for her allegiance. 
Danny Zuko, the leader of "The Burger Palace 
Boys" wants a part of the action and that's the 
plot. 
What is so fantastic about the play is the 
characterization. Every detail, every phrase, every 
movement and every second is pure grease. 
The way the songs are integrated into the play 
is genius. You'll be following the action when all 
of a sudden the lead singer will be standing in a 
spotlight, microphone in hand. Zap it could be 
Frankie Avalon or Gary U.S. Bonds singing one of 
your old favorites. The tune is the same, but the 
words are different. We hear such jive songs as 
"Look At Me I'm Sandra Dec", "Mooning" (they 
don't mean what's in the sky), "Greased 
Lightning" (about a car and what's gonna happen 
in it) and my favorite· "It's Raining On Prom 
Night". The songs bring one right back to the 
"little dab will do ya" fifties. 
If you smiled at "Sha-na-na" and you swooned 
at James Dean in "Rebel Without A.Cause"; if you 
remember the leather jackets, the slicked-back 
hair, sex in the back seat and yellow on yellow 
high-roll collar shirts; if you ever thr~w a n_ioon 
out the window of a car, had your fnend pierce 
your ear with ice, smoked reefers behind ~he 
·garage, danced in a hand jive contest at a high 
school prom; if you want to fall ~ut o~ your seat 
witJI laupter; if you want pure entertainment-go 
~e ·~Grease". I promise you-it's nowsville. 
,, _!__~- ., 
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Cornment 
New Politics ? 
Tuesday evening. Milton Viorst. syndicated 
columnist for the Washington Star, may have met 
his first Maoist. Viorst had come as a guest of the 
Political Science club to speak on the state of 
po Ii tics in the United States as well as the 
upcoming presidential election. His ~clivery was. 
as might very well be symptomatic of many 
journalists caught up in the maze of Washington 
1 bureaucracy, rather dry. . 
The middle-aged Viorst struggled through his 
uninvigorating and less than insightful talk on the 
emergence of a type of ··New Politics" wherein 
'-such motivated individuals as Ralph Nader liavc 
succeeded in humbling the administration from -
· within the system. With little fervor, he spoke of 
the capacity of the United States to be a bully and 
of the American people's "willingness and 
anxiousness to question." All right. Haven't we 
heard this before? This talk of a diminishing 
presence of big city machines (now perhaps 
including Chicago) when the base of power now 
seems to be moving out of the cities anyway; that 
we have witnessed a "revolutionized Democratic 
party" when that party 1s and has been fighting 
amongst itself at the very least since the Johnson 
administration'! That the ITT scandal ma:, he 
signalling a new public awareness of the "elegant 
institutionalized system of bribery" in politics, 
when that very same public allows the air wa- in 
, Southeast Asia to continue?· 
Come on. Mr. Viorst. Your "New Politics, the 
product of the cl1Jllenge of old ideas" is either 
extremely over-optimist1L' or else arrogantly 
ignorant of ~u.-11 prevalent nightmares a\ 
conspiracy and no kn,,ck laws. the Saigon Follie:,, 
(tho:,,e news bnctin!!s l'tlfrespondents get eaL·h day 
from 'Pentagon- source:-.· in that city describing the 
latest in the warl. FBI l'omputcr bank:,, and a wade 
variety of other biatanl dcvkcs we may justifiably 
call thl! politics of repression. 
The co_lumnist stiffened when a member of the 
audil!ncc denounced his approach to politic:-. as 
"'obscene". I wa:-. not surprised when that 
individual and approximall!ly eight of the twenty 
people present got up and h:ft soon therl!after. The 
absurdity of sitting through what would dearly he 
little more than ·a liherJl's cautious approal'h to 
the political monster seemed unappealing to say 
the least. 
This comment 1s not so much an attal'k on Mr. 
Viorst as it is a l'ondl!mnation of those reporters 
whose appraisal of the American political ~ystem b 
obviously shortsighted and dearly incffrctual. 
Hopefully, such platitudes as those L'xpounded 
Tuesday by Mr. Viorst can best hi! realized by ti rst 
understanding one's own inadcquac11.-s in 
interpretive analysis and then prol'ccding in a more 
realistic and rational way. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 15th 
BARTON HAU. ·I P.M. 
.,;, -
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· Harrisburg Defense 
Rests 
bv Linda Finlay 
"Tht· tlt'l~ndants will alwuy:,, seek 
peace. rl1ey continue tn prodaim their 
innon·nce. The defense rests." .Witb. 
these word~ Ramsey Clark. attorney for 
tht· Harrishurir 7 ( Father Philip Berrigan. 
Sister EliLaheth McAlister, Eqbel 
Ahmad. Anthony Srnbli«.:k. Mary Cain 
Scohl irk. Jo~eph Wenderoth. Father 
Ned Mc Laughlin I brought the defense 
portion of the tnal to a surprising 
condu~ion. 
other persons have ever been pl"Osecuted 
for smuggling mail even though prison 
officials, often discover and confiscate 
such mail. ( A recent case in point is that 
of the brother of Jamcs Earl Ray who 
was caught carrying letters out of. 
prison. The only official reaction was to 
deny Mr. Ray the right to visit his 
brother in the future.) The defense 
I awyers argued that the decision to 
prosecute Father Berrigan and Sr. 
Elizabeth McAlister on this charge was a, 
political decision and represents 
harrassment since the law which is being 
applied to them has never been enforced 
indictment in _suppport of the 
conspiracy· charge. ·It is reas~nable to 
think that, given- government 
surveillance of the defendants, the 
prosecution could have presented 
evidence of other meetins closer to the 
November date of Mr. Hoover's 
revelation of the plot lo the Senate 
Sub-committee if the defendants had 
actually been engaged in such a 
conspiracy. In essence, the defendants 
judged that the government's case 
deserved no reply. Thus 'the defense 
J"ested. And since the summations by 
the lawyers began on Tuesday it is 
possible that a verdict will have been 
reached by Eastcl". 
The defendants hope that the 
possibility that the trial will be over this 
week will not prevent people from 
coming to Harrisburg for the planned 
activities on the Friday and Satt'.u:day 
befoe Easter. They stress the 
importance of responding to the 
invitation to join them in Harrisburg to 
raise once again the issues .that have so 
deeply concerned them. This trial is 
almost over, others are just beginning. 
The war goes on. The bombing increases 
and the Paris Peace Talks cease. 
Indochinese and American people 
continue, in Dan Berrigan's words, to be 
"maimed, maddened, destroyed." To go 
to Harrisburg for Easter is one small 
step toward peace. But the meaning of 
such a step should not be lost sight 
of-to make one's conccrn fm one's 
brnthers and sisters concrete and visiblc 
is an act of incomparable value. 
Berrigan Mails POW 
· · · Letters 
The decision hy the Harrisburg 7 to 
present not one word of testimony in 
their own defen~e was reached by 
majority vote after the judge ruled 
unfavorahlv on two important defen·se 
mot ion~. ·i·he first was a motion that 
witnesses tor the defense be granted the 
~ame immunity from prosecution that 
had been granted the witne:,,ses for the 
government. Tlus request requires some 
explanatwn. One of the charge~ is 
conspiracy to destroy draft file~. The 
government contend~ that the various 
draft hoard raid~ that have taken place 
on the b1st Coast in the last three year~ 
were part of a conspiracy masterminded 
by Philip Bemgan and coordmated in 
part by Elizabeth· McA)i!'>ter. The 
delense WL~hcd to introduce witnesses 
who had been members of draft board 
raider group~ to testify to the autonomy 
of their actions. and deny that they 
weni coordinated as part uf a larger 
conspiracy. Sir..1.ce the judge declined to 
grant immunity to these witnes~es the 
defendants were unwilling lo ask them 
to risk the prosecution that would 
in~vitably follow t heirself-incriminating 
testimony. Thus the refusal to ·grant 
immunity seriously weakened the 
ability of the ddendants to disprovc 
r-· 
for othcrs. The judge ruled that the 
defendants could not inform the jury of 
this highly selective application of the 
law. Consequently, thc defendants 
ability to argue against the justice of " 
this particular count was greatly 
compromised. 
with Howard Zinn, of Boston 
GBS- 6089 University, to escort back the first 
this particualr charge. . 
The second motion was dil"ected to 
another count in the indictment, 
namely that Sr. Elizabeth McAlister and 
Father Philip Berrigan ·was a pl"isoner in 
Lewisburg. Technically this constitutcs 
a felony punishable by five years in jail. 
The unofficial chanel refcrred to is FBI 
i nformcl" Boyd Douglas. Since the 
exchange of mail would have becn 
impossiblc without his help he might 
reasonably be charged with entrapment. 
However. the motion denied by Judge 
R. Dixon Herman had nothing to do 
with the charge of entrapment but 
merely requested that the defense be 
allowed to inform the jurors that no 
The other counts of the indictment 
deal with the alleged plots to kidnap 
presidential advisor Henry Kissinger and 
to bomb heating ducts in government 
buildings. Smee the burden of proof of 
these chargcs rests entirely with the 
prosecution and since the prosecution 
has failed to produce any evidence at all 
that such plots existed the defendants; 
decided to empahsize the weakness of 
the government's case by refusing to 
dignify it with a formal reply. The 
dubious character of Boyd Douglas' 
testimony. which is the mainstay of the 
government case, was underlined in 
court on Monday when the Judge 
ordered some of his testimony about 
Eqbal Ahmad stricken from the coul"t 
record on the grounds that its accuracy 
was clearly questionable. The~ 
defendants have repeatedly stated that 
conversations exploring the possiblity of 
citizens' aHest and sabatoge of the heat 
ducts did occur, but they Wel"e · not 
pursued and these conversations and 
exploratory acts never achieved the 
status of plans. All that the pl"osecution 
has been able to show is that' such 
conversations and exploratory acts took 
place, but that was never denied. The 
credibihty ·of the governme.nt 's charge 
that these conversations developed into 
a conspiracy is undermined by the fact 
that there is no evidt;nce that the 
defendants eithel" met or discussed these 
ideas later than August 20, 1971. the 
date of the last m•i:rr act noted in the 
. lJ ·\ 
/;~ 
.-- ., . I 
( LNS)-At the main post office 
on Eighth Avenue·and 34th. 
Stl"eet, a small crowd gathered 
March 21 to watch Daniel 
Berrigan mail some letters. The 
letters, 259 of them, were written 
by prisoners of war held in North 
Vietnttm and were addressed to 
thefr families. 
At the press confel"eilce outside 
the Post Office, Fr. Berrigan, the 
newest membel" of the Committee 
of Liaison with the Families of 
Servicemen Detained in North 
Vic t na m, talked to repoJ"ters 
about everything they-could think 
to ask him-including the cross he 
wore around his neck, which he 
explained was made for him by a 
prisoner in Dan bury. "I was a 
pl"isoncr for awhile myself, you 
know." he said when reporters 
asked why he was involved in the 
mailings. 
His expericnl'e as a prisoner 
was not the only thing that 
brought him to the pos~ office. 
His involvement in the anti-war 
movement dates back before 
1968, when he traveled to Hanoi 
of the POW's freed by the North 
Vietnamese. . 
He recounted to the press the 
bitter experience of the North 
Vietnamese, who discovered that 
the J"elease of the prisoners was 
not a point in their favor. The 
Pentagon quickly whisked the 
released pilots away from their 
anti-war movement escol"ts, and 
let them go much later. Thl 
POW's were actively discouraged 
from making anything bu1 
anti-Vietnamese statements to thl 
press. After the Nol"th Vietnamesl 
released nine prisoners, the, 
stopped the practice. 
Their experience deliverin~ 
letters has been similar. This !ates, 
batch was recently delivered tc 
the Committee of Liaison b, 
Seymour Hil"sch, who jus1 
returned from Hanoi. (The Nol"tt 
Vietnamese discovered tha: 
neither the U.S. Postal System 01 
the Pentagon, could be trusted tt 
deliver the letters, and all mail ha 
been relayed through th, 
committee.) Seymour Hirsch, th, 
Dispatch News Sel"Vice repol"te 
who uncovered .the My Lai story 
received the letters from th, 
Vietnam Committee of Solidal"it, 
with the American People. Thii 
was the thi~d mailing received thii 
year. . 
Fl". Berrigan, who is spendin~ 
most of his time between Ne\\ 
York and Harrisbury, Pa., when 
his brother and five others are or, 
t ri a I for conspiracy to kidnai 
Hemy Kissinger, was happy t1 
talk with everyone. And, to oblig, 
TV cameramen, who were 1101 
allowed inside the post office, h, 
deposited some of the letters in a1 
outside mailbox. 
Then, the group went inside Ii 
mail the rest. Next to the !Jlail slol 
was a picture of the president; Mr 
· Nixon was not sMiling. 
Thursdar ... 
T. ROCKET & the 8arlcing Guitars 
$1.50 all you can drinlc 8-:1 · · --· 
fridgx 
ALBATROSS. 
~aturgr 
ORLEANS 
413 TAUGHANNOCK BL''D~ 
THE BEST PLACE io HERE THE BE~T BAND$ IN~~"> 
..,,,, . ' .'Ill.... . . . . • .~_,.,,,__.,. 
1 LNS)-There'II be a special 
11,,Iy Week in Harrisburg 
bl'~mning April 1 -eight days of 
pr;itcst rallies aimed at energizing 
the· anti-war movement and 
r,·cruiting new activists for the 
,truggle against war and 
rl'prcssion. 
The sponsoring groups, the 
Harrisburg Defense Committee, 
the National United Committees 
1 o Free Angela 'Davis and the 
l'L·ople's Coalition for Peace and 
J u~tice, estimate that about 
I o.000 people from through-out 
the country will be on hand f01 
thl' rallies. 
Apart from demonstrations, 
thl' main emphasis in the schedule 
tnr the week falls on workshops, 
1,,rums and panels. Most of these 
will be how-to-do-it sessions in 
,·!lcctive resistance. 
Workshop leaders will provide 
, 1dcotapes, slide shows and 
J;1L'rature on the air in Indochina, 
;hl' ··automated battlefield," the 
,omplidty of churches and 
uirporations in U.S. war policies, 
Jilli basic tcchniqut:s of 
oq!amzing. 
Dave Dellinger, one of the 
Chicago 7, is scheduled to appear 
J, .ire Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul 
.int! Mary, Barbara Dane, New 
Y n r k singer-organizer, and the 
llrl'Jd and Puppet Theatre. 
The Holy Week program in 
11.trrisburg is the high point of a 
n.1t1onal "pilgrimage for peace and 
lrccdom" launced on Ash 
\\\·dnesday in connection with the 
ll.1 rr1sburg trial. Seven official 
pilgrimage caravans will be 
tr.1vcling toward Harrisburg before 
.mJ during Holy Week, stoppinr 
111 wmmunities along the way to 
, t J ge rnllies and to solidify a 
net work of resistance-minded 
All kinds of traveling -
up mountalns·or 
dreaming in the 
hamm·ock. They are very, 
very comfortable and 
very, very tough. The 
design gives barefoot 
freedom;-the wedge sole 
gives extra support. 
In Ox Hide leather and soft 
sand suede. Both men's and. 
women's alzea are 122.00 
KC 30i50 
The 111o~t 1111portan1 nPw alh11111 of thr 
new year Paul S1111on· onr of today's 
most 1111po1t,111t songwriters with somf' 
ol tht- brst songs hP.'S rv"r written. And 
with performancrs lo match. 
Reg. 4.67 347 
- - -- -----------------------------------------
What courd be funnier. more irreverent. 
more absurd, more anything, than one 
Fues1A:n Theatre LP? Sample-two Fires1gn 
Theatre LP son on• package. 
Reg. 5.57 441 
An 1ncrr.d1ble 4 rrcord set t.1krn from thr1r 
six tJay hve prrfor111ancr at Carner,1P HcJII. 
It you were ther.e. you know .vhat to ,.,. 
P<·ct II you wcr1•n't thNe. you h.1v,. .1 
chance, to make, up tor 1t 
Reg. 10.57 
]97 
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Movement, M ovemel1t:. Wfio'-s; Got· The .. ·i,M·Ovetnedt? 
by Jim Ball 
Well. Nixon went to China and· he and the structure of the beast became 
tells us the war is winding down._·. mqr~_dcfined-America was a compiex 
18-year-olds have the vote, Ph~ If is:··. ·an~ 'irigh t ening body indeed, with 
phasing away, Carole King won mosf'of'"'' 0ne;v~·· that stretched everywhere and 
· the Grammies, and Spring seems muscles that flexed everytime Power 
advancing with the hot breath of'George and Corporatism felt threatened, at 
Wallace's Southern wind. Here we are home and abroad. After Johnson pulled 
into the third year of the decade, the -the wool over everyone's eyes we, 
sizzling sixties little more than an echo realized there was little hope left in 
in some remote part of our collective liberal alliances; politicians were 
mind: already we are outdistancing our con-men who played a rather dangerous 
own selves. Where is it we go? Where and destructive brand of shell game in 
have we been? which the stakes were people's-lives. We 
A few years ago, some of us had to move farther to the left, and this 
embarked upon a voyage, or. if you will, year marks a watershed where both 
a long march. It took us through a Black and white radicals abandoned 
rather strange creature known as the reformism and began what German SOS 
Movement. a creature, in retrospect, leader Rudi Dutshke called "the long 
which may be somewhat ;ikin to a march through the institutions" of 
two-headed serpent. where we walk into capitalism. 
one mou t~ to ~~erge from the o!her . J 966-6 7: largely years of definition 
after_ a pcnod ot time (and troubl~) into · and expansion; SOS ·had over 10,000 
a quiet and pcace~ul_pasture. Or 1t ~ay members and many more sympathizers 
have been ~or~ similar to a ~a_tcrp11lar, all over the country. Draft cards were 
now closed m its c?coon, wa1tmg f<;>r a burned and the war was becoming a 
~lra_nge and_ beautiful transformation. not-so-benign cancer to the mainstream 
Wh~chcver .. 1! seems_ ~hat the_ level of of American public opinion and 
radical act1v1ty, poht1cal action. that concern. There were marches on 
was a mar~ of _the 60's. is either go~c, Washington, teach-ins and other 
,·nntemplat_mg ll~elf. or ~eady to nse activities spreading through the 
ai.:;,im .. It 1s .not here with th~ same campusc~. But despite the growth, we 
111tcns1ty. the s;,imc energy and life that were concerned that perhaps we 
it once had. c.:ouldn 't affect the powers that be, that 
for thost: of us whose lives were something more had to happen and that 
encomp;,issed by it ( ,!nd still may be), il marches were getting us nowhere. Some 
i~ essential to. reflect. understand and e Jc men ts were organizing the poor. 
postulatt: further. For others it is an urban whites (a spur from the Blacks?) 
historil:al event to study· learn. from, in plac.:cs like Newark and developing a 
and incorporate into their ttiinking and "new-working class" concept to radical 
;.ictions in the future. This is the spirit in activity. 
which the following analysis is 
presented. 
But. as preface. some ground rules. 
First. it will be an analysis from a 
radical"s point of view. I admit my 
prejudice on this c.:oun t: I believe in 
revolution. Second. while touching on 
tht: dfcc.:ts of the Black movement. as a 
white person I consider myself less 
adept at handling a full analysb of the 
Black movement. and so will largely be 
talking about and speaking to the white 
movement. And thirdly. space is ·brief. 
The subject itself has the makings of 
~evcral books. I c;,in in no way be 
exhaustive or terribly compr,;hcnsive. 
Nor do I intend it to be the definitive 
analysis. It is mine with a little help 
from my friends. These things 
understood, let us begin with a look 
b;,ickward. 
Beginnings 
The early sixties, say 60-64, were the 
beginnings. our foundation and roots. 
The beatniks and silent generation gave 
way to Freedom Riders and peace 
111;,irchers-SNCC. early SDS and 
13crkelcy: little realizing that they were 
!!IVing birth to a child that would grow 
to define much of the shape of the 
deca:ie. Our politics was basically liberal 
id'orm. civil rights and anti-war appeals, 
consitutional free speech. SOS was a 
respecta_ble organization with the roots 
of ~ome nic.:e ideas, calling for a 
reconstruction of American democracy 
linked to liquidation of the cold war 
and the arms race. The issues were such 
that we could build coalitions in those 
days. we even trusted some politicians, 
·although by thi.: end of the four year 
period our relations were straining, and 
we were asking where their concerns 
really lay. 
Bv I 965. Stokely, H. Rap and other 
Blacks were kicking us out of SNCC, 
becoming more militant and moving 
into the Northern ghettos. Our actions 
became based around the universities as 
that was where our constituencies and 
sympathetic ears were. Two major 
factors brought us there-Berkeley and 
Vietnam. Berkeley was significant 
because we acted independently-mass 
student actions were possible, and 
bec.:ause we learned much about the 
n'aturc of the university. that in fact our 
live., wcr~· berng controlled and 
channded into the machine we were 
reacting against. We were stirred when 
Mario Savio called us to throw our 
bodies into the gears of that machine 
and so many answered the call. The 
Vietnam War, and our opposition to it, 
was escalated and became the focal 
hist~rical event of the decade (and 
perhaps this decade, too). The word 
Imperialism became common language 
From Resistance To Rebellion 
1968 is the high water mark. With 
Columbia. France and Chicago, radical 
enc rgy was strong if not entirely 
effec.:tivc. Activity spread to even the 
small campuses. The Columbia events 
indicated that students had a limited, 
but profound effect upon certain 
institu lions in society and coul_d compel 
them to reform. It also furthered the 
concept and possibility for large-scale 
actions outside of the normal channels 
of society. :fhe previous years' feeling of 
impotence and worry over the dead-end 
street of marches were replaced with a 
new c.:urrcnt of energy and possibility. A 
coalition with Blacks could be made, 
although at this point only in the 
university. The issues here were much 
more connective also: they revolved 
around university involvement and 
control over communities, corporate 
and defense links, and by way of those 
links to the War. Vietnam and Berkeley, 
had met in the common body of the 
university. indicative of society as a 
whole, where the powers which 
controlled the waging of the Vietnamese 
war become the controllers of American 
society itself. 
In France during May of 1968 
students began what was almost the first 
revolution in a m·odcrn, Western 
industrial state (emphasis on the word 
almost). The movement all over the 
world prided itself -in the long ball 
game we had finally scored some runs. 
What it proved was. firstly, that the 
Movement was not an isolated 
phenomenon but in fact very 
widespread, with common goals and 
ideas. and, secondly, ·that students, in a 
technological and bureaucratic society 
(in reaction to that society) could have 
an e ff ec t upon other, mass-based 
elements within the structure that could 
lead to a politically volatile situation. A 
revolutionary situation. On the other 
hand, what it also proved was that 
students had not built effective alliances 
with workers and other members of 
society, and the system itself is not such 
an easy thing to topple. Despite the fact 
that the French government was largely 
dumbfounded, with DeGaulle offering 
little more than spiritual appeals to 
French pride and the idea of nation, and 
despite the large base of the worker 
strike, the powers that be (including the 
stodgy old Communist Party, which was 
at best a reactionary, conservative force) 
we re able to bring everything back 
under their wing again. The reasons here 
must be dealt with more later, but 
suffice it to say that the French events 
of May were an important and essential . 
lesson for the Left (some of which has 
not been learned), as well as an 
incredible high to their spirits. 
Chicago was a different situation 
entirely. It was not a tour-de-force for 
the Left, but rather a frightening display 
of the possibilities of the state for 
totalitarianism. The .convention, Daley, 
the police-everything pointed to a 
suspect political system where liberals 
were left crying to no ears and with no 
power to stop the roller coaster of 
power. One important aspect of the 
Chicago riot (Police riots) is that here 
was a national action that united freaks 
and .students, all areas of the movement 
in a- non-ca'mpus based resistance 
activity. What was actually attempted in 
terms of a concrete plan is not too clear; 
one doubts whether anything could 
have really affected the outcome of the 
convention, but it was primarily a move 
at intimidation of a sector of the 
political stream as well as reaction to 
the bankruptcy of the so-called 
democratic elective process. No matter 
what the outcome of primaries or the 
-sentiments of the public, the 
nominations were sewn up ahead of 
time by back-room maneuvering and 
nothing was going to get in the way of 
those who had already made the 
decisions and wielded the power. The 
pathetic scene available to every person 
with a television, of delegates' 
microphones being turned off. of Mayor 
Daley and his honchos pushing people 
around, of outraged newsmen, coupled 
with nightly coverage of police brutality 
was a stark lesson and indication to the 
public that electoral politics in this 
country had reached an all time low. 
Up Against Which Wall? 
1969 was a most complex and crucial 
year in the history of the New Left, a 
year that would have premonitions for 
the future of the Movement. With the 
San Francisco State strike and resultant 
actions, we witnessed the most 
protracted campus activity yet. The 
nature of the issues· spoke most directly 
to the problems of working class, poor 
and Third World peoples within 
c o·n t c rri po r.iry American cdiii:ational 
structures. 
California also brought us· the 
People's Park episode-a curious mixture 
of cultural styles which combined 
students with street people and local 
residents to battle with the forces of the 
University and National Guard. The 
surreal sight of Ronald Reagan ordering 
helmeted, gas masked troops, bayonets 
at the ready, to battle with those 
"anarchist forces of destwction" who 
seized a mudhole and transforqted it 
into a lush, comfortable community 
park perhaps focuses our attention on 
one of the main elements.that make up 
the nature of the Movement- a reaction 
to the absurd and bureaucratic style of. 
the technological society. What is at 
stake here, more than the bulldozer, the 
computer and the displacement of lives, 
is the question of who, precisely, does 
control and is to control the terms and 
conditions for life in America (and 
around the world). The force that 
currently does control, and will 
continue to control unless there is a 
major readjustment of power, is a 
dangerous one. The culture capable of 
producing bombs that decimate the 
Vietnamese land and people can also 
psychologically napalm its own people 
in both subtle and stark ways. What is 
indicated in the People's· Park drama, 
and Chicago among others, .but quite 
clearly delineated there is that those 
forces can emerge in their most raw 
elements, unleash themselves against 
what is ostensibly a question of 
property, of "turf", and side against the 
.will and better interests of its own 
people. What we had a~ Berkeley was a 
rather coarse play, characterized best by 
a line of robot-like National Guardsmen 
facing young people with flowers. The 
plot will thicken and heighten, be 
reiterated again and again, until Kent 
State and Jackson State will move the 
question in its most brutal terms- who 
will win? · 
Somewhere along the way here 
comes Woodstock. I must admit a 
degree of confusion although it is not a . 
.. politi'cal ·event", I do : ~hink it 
represents- a strain that we are and will 
be dealing with, namely the existence of 
counter-culture. I plan to analyze it a 
little furtlier along in this piece, but I 
mention it here in a chronological sense. 
In all probability the most important 
event in this mix is the SOS convention. 
It was here that what was left of 
nationai organization was destroyed an:I 
political infighting threatened the sem~ 
of unity that had been developing for a 
few years. Two groups called the 
Revolutionary Youth Movement (RYMI 
& RYM II) vied against "the Progressive 
Labor Movement (PL) for control, with 
the result being no control or national 
leadership at all. And no organization. 
What that did to the sense of unity, to 
the current that was sweeping the 
country, is untold damage. There wa, 
no longer any national focus beyond the 
war, and the in-fighting was. present in 
MOBE, too. 
The reasons for the conflict arr 
complex. Some suggest, with a degree ol 
truth, I think, that the Movement had 
reached a boundary. It had limited itself 
mainly to the campus and spoken_ to 
Continued on PaRe 22 
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RP-d Balloon Conference; Scrambled,Confusing Scene 
by Betsy Mclane 
The lobby of the Student Union of 
suNY at Stony Brook was crowded and 
tables of literature that represented a 
wide range of leftist political thought, 
011 Saturday March 4. Peqple were 
nulling around aimlessly. reading the 
fr,•c literature, or trying to sell their 
t,ooldets. Certainly this was the Red 
ltillon Collective Conference, called to 
i<1rtt1 a "mass· based radical left 
nr!!anization". The people there looked 
\h~ part. Almost all were young, white 
.,ml appeared well established in the 
c ,,untcr-culture. There were however 
.1lmost no Third World people, and the 
m,·n greatly outnumbered the women. 
11 w;.1s a scrambled, confusing scene. 
Wandering through the crowd, 
,,,mcone tapped my shoulder and from 
11 11 11 I learned what was already 
1:.q1pening with the conference: 
d 1 ,order. He also mentioned that a 
·11c·c'ling to decide on a new agenda for 
11 .,, t,;shops was beginning soon and that 
i'"ople had abandoned the Red Ballon 
k.1tkrship, and that some had split to 
,,,;111 a Red Party. 
We made our way to the dining hall 
i,,r the meeting, stopping to register at a 
1.1hle dispensing index cards that 
,11pposedly assured us food arid 
,·111r:111ce to the meeting.~ although no 
dill' t·ver asked to sec one. There were 
·'"" signs and leaflets urging people not 
1t1 c;1rry any identification and lo deny 
1h.1t they were at Stony Brook for the 
u•nt~rence. This was the result of recent 
<11,1urbanccs on the campus. 
Twcn'ty students who were trying to 
negotiate the conference with the 
l' n ivcrsit y, on F cbruary 28, were 
Jrrestcd for occupying the 
·\ dministration Building after a 
I crnporary Restraining Order had been 
•nued against them·. University police 
hJd melo·dramatically knocked holes in 
Ilic walls of the Student Affairs Offices 
11 hen students locked themselves in. On 
!he following Tuesday there had been a 
r.l!Jy protesting the arrests which drew 
,
1hout 100 people. Pictures of the 
,ILllons had been in the New York 
JlJpers. I was told repeatedly by people 
•
11 r he conference that they were 
,·,pecting more trouble. 
In the dining hall we ate peanut 
hur ccr a!!_d bcansprout sandwiches 
Provided by the Freedom Food Co-Op, 
·
1 l.!toup that seemed more together thal)o 
·
111 Yone- else. A small band of women· 
111 L'anwhilc had the' microphone and 
''ere trying to conduct a vote among 
!he 400 or so people on which or what 
ll'orkshops to institute. The ideas were 
numerous. Someone finally proposed 
that all suggestions be accepted and 
','\ .. , t- .. 
anyone who wanted to hold a workshop 
do so. People split to participate in 
workshops dealing with men, women, 
food co-ops, lumpen street freaks, gay 
people, media people, the upcoming San 
Diego convention and for Yippies and 
Zippies; a workshop for everyone. 
I be came part of the media 
workshop. Someone called on me 
saying, "What's your name, sister?" It 
took a moment for me to react to being 
addressed as sister. I hadn't yet adjusted 
to the un-real atmosphere. Soon it 
becaml! natural, at least within the 
framework of the workshop; everyone 
was calied sister or brother. People did 
learn my name, however and I began to 
learn theirs. 
A ft er some time, spent aimlessly 
discussing the role of the media in the 
movement on a rotating chair basis, one 
woman suggested a permanant chairman 
ahd agenda. The group agreed to this, 
provided that the chair was held by 
either a woman or a gay person to hdp 
everyone combat sexism. There were 
about twenty people who stayed with 
the workshop for the e:-:!:re afternoon, 
and another twenty or so who drifted in 
and out of the circle. A list of those 
present was compiled and copies printed 
up. Represented wen: newspapers, radio 
stations, free schools. switchboards, 
etc., mainly from New York, but also 
from places like Ann Arbor. Washington 
and Connecticut. 
Two fairly concrete proposals 
developed. One was a proposal that 
began as a statement of support for New 
York radio station WBAI personnel, and 
grew into a resolution of solidarity with 
all people suffering government 
suppression for exercising freedom of 
the press. The other positive action was 
the beginning of the formation of a 
clearing house activity to help organize 
information for alternative media. 
People in the work shop were willing to 
work together to build some type of 
communication network; one of the 
very few instances that the conference 
succeeded in anything. 
After a dinner of good stew and 
apples a large "plenary session" was 
supposed to begin. The assembled 
conference viewe!i a slide show of the 
automated war in Indochina. This the 
anti personnel bombs that destroy 
Vietnamese children controll~d by giant 
U.S. military computers. The slide show 
was effective, and moved many people; 
that was the last sign of any unity. 
Following the slides there was a gap 
until one man took the microphone and 
announced that we were on our own, 
with no agenda or leadership to work 
I . 
I • 
!. :, . 
PHOTO BY CARL MANSDORF 
•one man took tht microphone and announced that we were on our own ... ' 
with. People began speaking in a 
rotating chair fashion until the 
microphone and loudspcakcrs were 
denounced as depersonalizing and 
mechanistic. People then talked without 
the nucrophone and no one heard 
anything. until a demand for the 
microphone reinstated its u~e. People 
ta.lked about what they did in the 
workshops. how Sl'nsuality 1!-o good. 
about how the confcn:nn: wa~ a waste 
for them. and about thl'lr personal 
problem~. Several individuals htokl· 
down. nymg 11110 thl' microphonl' for 
unity and undcrstandmg from !he 
i.:on fcrencc~. 
The alll'tnalc imt11ution work~hop 
had accompli~hl·d s1imo:1h111g 111 plannmg 
a t:onfcri.:ni.:e for April and publhhing a 
1i~r of their llll'lllher~. A re!->olut wn wa, 
also passed w11h what remained of the 
confrrencc, to boyc<>lt. llo~ll'~~ Cake~ 
:ind Wonder Bread because ot thc 
i.:ompanie~ war activity. The media 
people spoke about the clearing hou~e 
hut as one woman s:iid to me the next 
day, ·'What tlwy said was really good, 
but everyone was too involved with 
.. themselves and let it pass by."" As 
different individuals talked, more and 
more drifted out of the dining hall. 
When I left there were just a few 
individuals sitting together arguing. The 
Red Party was meeting somewhere else 
in the building. Passing up an invitation 
to a party hosted by the Revolutionary 
Communist Youth, 1 spent the evening 
. wandering around trying to dcddc who 
was what. It was fairly easy to separate 
the resident university students from 
. the conference people, but a little more 
diffii.:ult trymg to decidl' who was an 
FBI aocnt. 
Sometime around mid111gh! there was 
an announcement that anyone who 
needed a place to ~lay should llll'el in 
the lohhy. A group of people ;1~sc111hled 
there and w,· yipped our \\a~ to a huge 
L'mpty c:1k1nw h111lding. 1\hcrc we 
pankd logl"lher tor hour~. pl;1y111g \11th 
a l;Hgl' rl·dd1~h balloon. Thl· Red Party 
wa~ ~till hold111g ic~ nll·cting. 
In th,· l•n1011 !h<· nc\! nwrning. the 
'lood <"O·oJi provided oatmeal and 
orange~ tor Sunday bre:1k1.1,1. !al-.ing 
t1a,~ lo lh<· Rnl l':irt1. !->1111 m 
ro1~ll'rl•nc·r I lool-.l·d ;;I lhl' few 
r<·ma111111g p,·r,on, ,1t till' conll·r,·nn· and 
triL·d to ligur,· 11 .ill out 
Th,1~<· Jll'OJlk at thl' r,,ntcr,·nl·L' l\eTl' 
as ,cattereLI a~ clw :,.;<'I\ l.l'll. :\nard11,h 
pr L's e 11 t d Id 11 'I W a 11 I ,In~ I} !W Of 
organi1.at1on to l'Xl~I while· tho,e who 
adhere to a ~tnct p,1rty hill' would 
arn·pt nothing hut ril,!id procedure. 
Polittcallv. no oJll· me! anvone else. The 
~ex ism ·i's~lll" further· divided the 
conference hy separatrng pl'oplc mto 
men·~ and women\ caucuses. This 
meeting, supposed to bring people 
t ogelhcr. further divided them. 
· Hopefully people gained something by 
getting together for the weekend: some 
small understanding, or a further 
, exchange of communication. That is 
about all anyone could expect from this 
. further example of the divisiveness that 
is predominant in the movenwnt today. 
PHOTO av CAAL MANSDORF 
_'People talked about what they clld In the wor1CShop1, how sensuality Is good, 
anCI about their personal problems.• 
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PER,\"ONA LS Barry, 
we know your secret. 
Dear dear Lynda, Roni, Debby, Abby. 
and Michel, 
The pleasure was mine, please! 
STUDENT TRIPS AND CAMPING 
WITH MINITREKS - EUROPE, 
NORTH AFRICA, ORIENT. Write 
S.T.O.P. 2150C Shattuck, Berkeley, 
CA 94 704 or see travel agent. 
Room 323 Come back soon, for there are no ' 
Dear DEFR, 
words to des.crlbe Thank you, 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Consrder all the alternatives In problem 
pregnancies. Call 273-5543 anytime. 
Applications for Fall Orientation Host 
and sign-up sheets for Interviews will 
be available In Dean Brown's office 
through Friday, March 31. 
On a scale of 1 to 10, I'd say about 
12.96. 
Dear Jeanne, 
Cameras ready 
the pool! 
Doehr, 
everyone into 
Love, Ter;i 
The best tan seat 1n Miami 
·Room 323 
Mr. Twitty is a real card 
El Drinko was bueno. Let's do it 
again soon. 
Sols J.G. 
Happy Birthday, Ray 
Faye 
Bring your costumes Saturday at the 
Masquerade Dance. 
Steve Kavee, 
Thank you for being so nice. Can't 
you see that I love your ass? 
· A Or. Pepper Drinker 
BEWARE OF BEARDED 
JELLYBEANS (especially llcorlce 
ones). 
Nancy, 
Girl •.. you'll be a woman soon. 
Alan, 
Happy Birthday. Hope It's the best 
yet. Sorry I can't say It In person. 
Amy 
El•D.0. 1 was Bueno. When is round .Saturday •.• April Fools and the 
two? 'Masquerade Dance at the Union 
and bring your costumes. 
Mad dog information - call Dale. 
Mama-you-cara, 
The Lou Twitty Jr. So1s Gallery needs Billy o. is w;iltlng. 
contrabut,ons 
So1s, the AFM 
Delta Kappa: 
BEWARE! I am not just another 
crank. The security leak Is- a reality. I 
know and will tell all. Deposit $10 
(cash, no checks) 1n unmarked bills in a 
plain brown paper bag and leave 11 
under the. p1cn1c-table ,n back of the 
lodge by "one minute past midnight on 
Sunday", or I will tell all!!! No tricks, 
or else. Consider me armed and 
dangerous. I fear no retribution. 
Siebert lives! 
BAD MOON is booked for all Friday 
and Saturday nights in April, but will 
play other times for a lower price. Also 
booking for May-two Saturdays still 
open. 257-3492. 
Irwin the piano player, 
I think you were great. Please play 
more. 
A Dance Lover 
Who"s to say why his windshield wipers 
were goln? Who"s to say? 
Prizes ... at the Masquerade Dance, 
" ... and mi, dad os a senator. But, he's Saturday. 
n ••••••••• 
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• -ti Appliance Repairs· ,,. * 
"" Steam Irons. Hair Dryers. Clocks, 
* * • Lamps. Shai•ers, Hot Plates. ETC 
* 
~ 
SORRY. NO ELECTRON JCS 
• Eledric Repair Shop, Inc. 
* 
* 
303 West Linco/11 Street 
* 
* 
* 
Off Rt. 13 at Dey Street Light 
,.. * 
* 
PHONE 273-/ 184 * ~
~ 
we 1nwtte you to browse 
thru our fnme department 
CO-OP .SHOPPOIG 
CINTIR/ITHACA, N. Y. 
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLIIO 
o>RESCRIPTION SUN GLASSl!S 
EMERGENCT ADJUSTMENTS 
CONTACT LENSES 
272-0994 
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thank you. 
Mike 
Mama, 
Watch that bathing suit. 
Z-bra and ZOZ, 
When our day comes it will be 
smashing. Save the best for last. 
Gulf 
To Bill M., 
1'.'here Is no right turn on Upper 
Creek Road. 
The Etna Road Boys 
To the Sabal Shores flamers: 
Boca misses you, you little 
dwarves! 
Love, Snow White 
Who owns the blue car at Freeville 
Mobil Station? 
Automobile repairs specializing In 
radiators. Dependable and experienced. 
Contact Travis Houser x3102. 
ToBillM., 
Don't forget 'to check the Listerine 
bottle for finger prints. 
S. Caswell Upper Boys 
Dear Stu, 
I really gave my all this morning to 
our little baby. I don't even have the 
e11ergy to ball you out for giving $10 
to a kleptomaniac like myself. (That's 
not half as bad as what would happen 
If you gave me a few matches! Fire, 
fire .. . ) 
Slap-happily, Catti 
FOR SALE 
Standel Bass Amp (Two-15" speakers, 
85 watts RMS) Vox Phantom Bass; 
Fender Twin Amp; Kustom 100 watt 
Amp. All in excellent cond1t10n. Call 
Jerry 277·0540. 
1971 450 Honda. Call Sam at x3747 or 
273-9865. 
Used K 12-string guitar. Very 
reasonable. Call Sue x3562 or 
272-4810. 
Bicycle. One of three gears still works. 
$5. Call Libby ><3555 . 
Tired of your turtles? I'll take them! 
Call Libby x3555. 
Cash for your entire household or 
estate of furniture.:, china, glassware, 
clocks, oriental rugs, dolls, banks, attic 
merchandise, etc. State St. Bargain · 
House, 516 w. State St. 272-4911. 
Stereo equipment for less-tremendous 
savings now on all Garrard and Dual 
turntables and Fisher and Sony stereo 
systems. Also fine quality Maxell blank 
cassettes and cartridges. Found by 
Stereo Review to be "unsurpassed for 
overall quality .and consistency." see 
Mike or Keith In room 111 Lyon Hall 
or call x3601. 
Panasonic AM-FM solid state portable 
stereo, radlo-phono. Seven months old, 
like· new. $70 or best offer. Call Lisa at 
JC35 73 or 272-4817. 
1968 Chevy Malibu. Grey with black 
top. 307, eight cylinder. Contact Norm 
at 272-3385. 
Female puppy of mixed breed She Is 
ten weeks old, has recelwed some of her 
shots. Will sell cheap. Contact Norm 
272-3385. 
Top quality used Buckskin Jacket, size 
38. Originally $60 will take best offer 
over $35. Call 277-0775. 
Man's large arctic coat. Original $60 
selling for $30. Excellent condition. 
Call Judy x3563. 
Dual 1209 turntable, base, dust cover. 
Shure M-91 E cartridge. 8 monthS old. 
$110. Ca,I Steve x3268. 
1971 Kawasaki Endure 250 CC bike. 
1300 miles. Asking $600. Call Tom 
anytime 272·2301. 
Quality Custom Framing 
f11.e 
't!!tame 
ghqp_ 
414 \\'t>st Buffalo 
212. 1:mo 
*.*************** •. 
1968 Pontiac Flreblrd convertible. 
Power steering, radio, heater. 
Automatic transmission. $1400. Call 
Tom anytime 272-2301. 
Girl's 3-speed bike. Less than a year 
old, rarely used. Excellent condition, 
asking $60. Call Joyce at x3798 or 
272•9808. 
Four-month-old sears 200 XL Leab 
guitar amplifier with six 10" spoken. 
Amplifier cover, foot switch, and 
accessories included. In excellent 
condition. $250. Call 274-3109 from 
8:31>-4:15 weekdays or 272•5731 after 
4:30 and weekends. Ask for Judy. 
"Records for Leu" Invites you to our 
record showroom. Many of our albums 
are available for free listening before 
purchase. Drop by room 111 In Lyon 
Hall anytime or give us a ring at x3601. 
Ask f~r Mike or Keith. 
Why spend money on skils that aren't 
any good? Buy my Head 360's with 
· Lock Nevada bindings with Grand Prix 
heal. Asking $70. Call x3716 ask for. 
Larry. Two seasons old. 
Excellent $30 Dunlap tennis racket. 4 
5/8 grip. $15. One year old. Call Libby 
x3555 or 272-4915. 
Anyone interested In buying an 8 track 
player, excellent condition and for 
only $2C, call Seth, x3367 or 
274-3367. 
A Wilson T2000 Metal Tennis Racket. 
Strung with Imperial Gut. A Eureka 
2·man mountain tent. Mosquito 
netting and sewn•ln floor. Also a 
d a c ron polyester sleep Ing bag. Call 
Reid at 277-3437. 
Ludwig 5-piece drum set, gorgeous sky 
blue pearl. Now you too can be heavy! 
x3775, ask for Harry. 
Channel Master 4-track monaural tape 
recorder. 2 speeds, volume and 
monitor controls-, automatic level, 
digital counter. Holds 7°inch reels; with 
microphone, patch cord and 
pre-recorded tape. Originally $110, 
selling for $50. Call Tom at x3564 or 
272-4811. 
HELP WANTED 
Permanent/parttime position open, 
Bus driver for handicapped adu 
7:00 to 9:00 a.m.; 3:00 ~o 5:00 o.-
M onday-Frldays. Also about 1 
hours In evening, occasionally. $2 
- hour, chauffeur's license No 
re11ulred. Contact Mr. Hugh Corr,9 
272·8990, Challenge Industries, 4 
State Street, Ithaca. 
APTS. FOR i<.ENT 
Apartment for rent for sum 
occupancy. Four bedrooms, one bl 
from downtown. Date of occup, 
and rent negotiable. Call 273-3721. 
Summer sublet, June 1 to Augu111 
Four room apartment nti 
Collegetown. If Interested call Lon 
Amity 277-0150. Best time, 5:30·6:J 
10:30-11:30. 
Summer sublet or year lease ava,11 
for May 1 3. Modern 2 or 3 l!.edro 
luxury apartment. Balcony, all elec 
S1~0 per month •. Call 347-4715. s 
yard. 
APTS. WANTED 
Wanted: residence to rent for • 
school year. Preferably 3-4 bedroo 
Call Chris or ;..11en at 273-3721. 
Looking for an apartment to sub1c11 
the summer. Call Paul at x3795 
273-9896, or x3695 or 273-9778 
I want to sublet a one C?r two bedro 
apartment for the summer. Ca11 
x3751 or 273-9896. 
LOST AND FOUNJJ '"' 
1968 Mustang. Air, automatic, power 
steering, excellent condition. Call Herb • 
at x3776 or 273·9926 • 
Found: Acetate blue and white dr 
tie In frc,n of W. Tower, on Sundl 
March 26. Turned Into the Union d 
Claim there. 
' 
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ACROSS 
I. Cut off 
4. FJrst man 
8. Make watertight 
12. Eisenhower 
13. Siberian river 
·14. " __ calling" 
15. Waxy substance 
17. Baseball Team 
18. Litigation 
19. Do menial work 
21. Rock 
23. Foot movement 
24. Habit 
25. P.ass into 
29. Moslem title 
30. TV show 
31. Obtained 
32. Coward 
34. Unit of speed 
35. Pro 
6 7 
!~ 
i~' 
N 
~ 
36. Lying flat IO. Louisiana poli11c1j 
37. Windowed balcony 11. Joint 
40. Rainbow Goddess 16. Relative 
41. Canker remedy - 20. Frost 
42. Monastery 21. Exchange 
46. Kon-Tiki port 22. African Coun1r1 
4 7. Cereal 23. Italian seaport 
48. Wrath 25. Ceremonial for111 1 
49. Scowl · 26. Belief questiona 
50. Rich soil 27. Furniture wood 
51. Ill-mannered fellow 28. Feminine sum, 
DOWN '30. Semite 
I. Leo Durocher · 33. Quake 
2. Unit of weight 34. Malay dagger 
3. Private 36. Optical devicr 
4. Movie .38. And 
5. SkiUful 39. African tribe 
6. Blackbird ·40. Small amoun1 
7._ Chinese dialect 43. _ -tse 
8. British King 44. Baseball term 
.9.: pnthus~tic 45. Mr. Skelton 
........ ~. 
HULL HEATING 
& 
PLUMBING INC. 
* AUBLE'S BAR .. f 
* a11d GRILL ."'. ~ 
For Courteous and 
"Dependable Service 
· Kitchen Aid • 
804 WEST SEXECA STREET 
272 • 3550 l'fH..\CA,-~Y. 
·Jf- CO~lt: 0~ D~W~ .TO 'i' 
lf- . A UBLE'S 'i' 
Jf-WE HAVE-THE,B,EST ~ 
. JUKEBOX IN TOWNf· " 
, . · ..>f,: . S.Q8·_.,.Jt!.;Slii:TE Vii:,.~ 
:·.-_ ... JI:¥ ,¥.4",f j 
-Major Parties Have 
Failed Insists Rump·h 
·cooK 
-
GAUNTLEn CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 
feeli~g that the two major 
political parties are total failures. 
"They are not representing the 
people." With her voice lowering 
to an almost solemn tone, Mrs. 
Rumph said 'The states have lost 
too many of their rights. The 
heginning of the unbalanced 
i,udget came when the states 
i,~gan to secure help from the 
i,:deral government." She said 
lhJt she and her colleagues are 
tllder and wiser than youth and 
1hat "We feel we are responsible 
tor getting a message to the 
voung." 
· Students Should Not Vote Here 
We asked Mrs. Rumph how her 
pJrty feels about students voting 
in local elections. She replied that 
1 he decision is being made by he 
Supreme Court and that the 
t ·ourage Party has not taken a 
,pecific stand as of yet. 
··Personally," she said, "l do not 
hdieve that a transient student 
,hould be allowed to vote· in a 
,ommunity ... all of the students 
I have talked to believe t_he 
, .1 me ... a person should have 
roots in the community in which 
he votes." When we pointed out 
1hat although the individual 
,1udent usually remains in Ithaca 
l<H only four years, another 
quickly replaces him. Mrs .. 
Rumph simply reiterated her 
rr<·vious statement. 
. Concerning the war in 
: \"1e1nam, our interview expressed 
pkJsure that Nixon is "bringing 
1he hoys home." She pointed out 
1h.11 the benefits have not justified 
1he costs of the war. When we 
rl'minded her that the war had 
hecn necessary to "stop the 
,pread of communism," Mrs. 
Rumph countered that "The plan 
"' the Communists is proceeding 
\<"ry well," and that nothing can 
h<' done about the situation. 
-\bout the legalization of 
marijuana. She replied: "I 
c"L'rlainly do not believe in the 
kgalization of any. kind of 
dope ... None of my money 
,hould go into a dope addict's 
humc for rehabilitation." She also 
,rated emphatically that drugs are 
\\ cJkening the United States and 
'
l "c:apturing our children's minds." r A., we sadly nodded our heads, 
l 
r 
~ 
• 
LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION 
299 CASES 
C_OLDBEER 
AOC&IES • IKS 
PARTY SUPPL YS • ICE 
U•TEDCIGAR 
OPEN DAILY 
8 A.M. TO 10 P.M. 
·A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
HICKEY'S 
Music~tore 
201 South TIOII St. 
Ithaca - 272· 8112 
-~ .. 
'~ •:, 
· we came up with one last 
question: "How do you feel 
about George McGovern and the 
stand he has taken on the issues?" 
Florence Rumph's voice quivered 
slightly and she spoke in a tone\ 
which would scare Martha 
Mitchell, .. l'm not the slightest bit 
interested in those people." 
A CCCCCCCCC>>>>>>>>>~ 
:~ THE I 
-A SUB ·A· 
.A SHOP A ;A A 
~ DELIVERS THE GOODS A 
I 7:30-1 Mon.thru Sat. ~ 
s 1-1 SUNDAYS a 
A _ · A 
A273 - 9922 Call us. 273 - 9922 ~ 
.A C«:C:C::C:C:C<«>>>>>>>>> ~ 
Stai.h.s and stad,~ of brand-new, f.1, 1,,r~·-fri•hl: 
auto tires delivered from G\•odyear, world"h larg 
est rubber company. \Ve took ad,·antai::1• of ., 
special purchase offer on new Goo<lyr.1r lirP~ 
that are marked hlemish. This may hr lhl' Inn 
of the year. 
' 
• WORLD WIDE TRAVEL SERVICE 
• INDIVIDUAL .t. GROUP TRAVEL 
PLANNED IN EVERY DETAIL 
273-3073 
· 207 N. AURORA ST. A Oiv1s1on of 
ITHACA. N. Y. FIRST NATIONAL/ITHACA 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION"' 
BROKERS 
Robnt S. Boot hro\"d · -- Class of· ~-r 
Robert L. Bo11thn,yd -- -- Classof"(l()" 
lknry (;. Kcy~l·r ---------- Cl:1ssor·5~· 
\\"illi.11n Flynn ---------- - -- C.LV 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
··wt' We/comt' }'our Inquiry" 
312 East Seut>,·o. llhoco. N. }'. 
I THESE BLEMISH IJ 17 U'EST STA TE ST o N LY' ·-· THESE BLEMISH TIRES AT • - TIRESAT 
27 
10 
22 
10 
6 
62 
10 
• 15 
57 
12 
4 
12_ 
14 
7 
9 
8 
10 
• 
+ F.E.T. 
-
+ F.E.T. 
SIZE TYPE TIRE PRICE no trade -Q11;1111. SIZE T\"l'E TIIU. l'RIC:1-: no trade 
needed 
-
560-15 Safe AW white NyTL $16.55 $1.73 ~; 6 A70·13 CWT Poly ra15ed white let. 28.30 
F78-15 Mar 78 White NyTL 15.90 2.43 ~ 4 645-14 PC black PeTL 12.50 
~: 
775•15 PC black PeTL 17.95 1.87 -, 4 645-14 PC white PeTL 14.50 
-
I 
F78·15 PB Polyglas bla\:k TL 20.90 2.58 16 695-14 PC black PeTL 15.60 
F78·15 PB Polygln white TL 23.60 2.58 6 C78·14 PB two white Poly. TL 18.10 
F70·15 CWT Poly white stripe 29.70 2.68 8 070·14 CWT Poly. white stripe 27.30 
G78-15 Mar 78 Black NyTL 15:'°95 2.63 18 735-14 Mar black NyTL 15.80 
G78·15 Mar 78 White NyTL 18.40 2.63 15 735:-14 Mar while NyTL 17.80 
B25·15 PC white PeTL 21.55 2.34 30 F78-14 Mar 78 white NyTL 15.25 
G78•1S PB Poly two white TL 26.35 2.78 43 775-14 CPC black NyTL 19.90 
I 
H78·15 Mar 78 white NyTL 20.9S 2.81 25 F70-14 CWT Poly white stripe 29.95 
L78•1 S !"B P?lyglas two wh1teT,L 36.SS I ,3.16 12 G78·14 Mar 78 white NyTL 16.65 
600-13 PC black PeTL 11.80 1.SO 4 G78-14 PB Polyglas black TL 22.70 
600·13 PCwhite PeTL 13.60 I.SO 16 G78-14 PB Poly two white TL 2S.55 
6S0·13 AW IV White NyTL 12.30 I 1.7S 4 GJH8·1 PC Radial while TL 33.85 
6S0·13 Mar 78 black NyTL 12.65 1.75 10 H78·14 Mar 78 White NyTL 18.95 
6S0·13 Mar 78 white NyTL 14.65 I 1.7S 20 8SS·14 CPC black NyTL 24.90 
700·13 PB two white Polyglas TL 21.1S I 2.1S 69 H70·14 CWT Poly white stripe 33.65 
48 88S·14 PC white PeTL 25.65 
"WHEN IT'S 11RE5 YOU NEED. DON'T POUT. THE BEST DEALS ARE HERE AT WALT"S'" 
SPECIAL PRICES ON TRUCK/ FARM/ BOAT/ TRAILER/ 
GARDEN TRACTOR/ GOLF CART TIRES BIG BIG SAVINGS 
BUY NOW SALE ENDS: SATURDAY APRIL 1st, 1972 
ITHACA TIRE 
• ,, w., s, ... , .... St .... S.-C• IINt) 
needed 
2.09 
I. 71 
1.71 · 
1.72 
2.10 
2.36 
2.00 
2.0(1 
2.39 
2.12 
2.64 
2.56 
2.69 
2.69 
2.85 
2.ni 
2.42 
3.04 
2.53 
PHONE 273-2J~6 MASTER CHAR(?£, BANK AMER/CARD & BP CREDIT CARD -WELCOME 
... - ·. ,. ' ... I . 
Thdthacan.March31.1~7..!.l!age 12 _ . . . . . . . ·- , 1 -.· 1 .•.· .... ' •.· ': .. . •.'"·. , . :·· '.-_ ~ _ 
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'"African Night" Speaker -
Movies The Godfafher lmamu Baraka will be the featured speaker at a dinner entitled 
by Andy Sekel 
"African Night" in the Egbert Union at 7:00 p.m- Friday_ Th,· 
dinner is being sponsored by the Southern African Liberation 
Committee of Cornell 1 
On Saturday, Aprll I, the SALC will sponsor a dance in th, 
Memorial Room in Cornell's Willard Straight Hall. The dance, whicl: 
begins at 9:00 p,m_, will feature an African band called "Wafrika." I ·111 R'IIIIW mukt' /11111 an tJJ{cr he i·u11 ·1 rt•Jusc. 
. . . u11d d1111 ·1 take any chances lwo shots in the 
h,·uzJ up1t•ct•. 
I 'vc often thought that no movie could shock 
me more than 8011111e & Civde. The violent aspects 
o· that fzlm were realistic e·nough and close enough 
to the realm of possibility I unlike horror flicks) lo 
make them truly stomach-turning. Yet The 
c;tJJ(athcr compounds the use of violence tenfold 
and presents 11 as a-matter-of-factly as going to the 
bathroom. Coupled with the troubled times we 
hve in and the realization that the Mafia does exist 
( even if they deny it I. this film becomes a superbly 
terrifying experience. And this is not just from the 
physical standpoint as the mentalities behind the 
ads-the people involved-become real-all too 
real. 
It would he ridiculous to go into the intracies 
of the plot of The (ioclfulht•r. Suffice it to say it 
mvolves the family ties and business dealings of 
the C'orleones - father Don Vito ( Marlon Brando). 
children Sonny (James Caan), Michael ( Al Pacino), 
and adopted son Tom ( Robert Duvall), being most 
directly involved in the gruesome ramifications of 
gambling, graft, and gang warfare. Mario Puzo. 
aided by Francis Ford C'oppola1 has followed his 
novel almost to the letter in transfering it to the 
screen. Powerful as a book. the visual impact of 
fast. cross, and jump.i.:utting seem to fit the line of 
action like a glove. Coppola seems not to have 
strove for special effects or tricks to heighten the 
suspense or violence, rather he sets up the action 
and lets it happen before I he camera. It is the 
mastery of this preparation and of the superb 
acting which makes the film so horribly lifelike. 
Marlon Brando, after years of mediocrity is 
stupendous as Don Vito Corleone. With a make-up 
job which makes him look highly reminiscent of 
••• ARRI~ ... Marlon ~rnn~o 
A~O 
~I ra~ino Jame~ ~aan ~i~~ar~ ~a~tellano 
~o~erl ~u~all ~terlin~ ~a~~en Jo~n Marie~ 
~i~~ar~ ~ante mane ~eaton 
an aged chipmunk, Brando exudes a calm but 
menacing confidence, epitomizing I powerful man. 
As an invalid and dying man, he triumphs over 
himself - totally characterizing a proud retired, 
not fallen, head of a family. The characterization, 
subtle change in attitudes, the man himself is just 
too perfect for words. 
Of the other actors, Al Pacino as Michael, the 
college-educated war hero, excels. He is 
transformed from the son who doesn't want to get 
involved in the family business into the new Don. 
The plot provides the impetus for change - being 
beaten up by a cop, an assassination attempt on 
his father, his wife's and brother's murder - and 
Pacino rises to the script if not over and above it.· 
The Michael of the first reel is not the Michael of 
the last reel - yet Pacino makes the change so 
gradually, slowly exuding the same charismatic 
strength that Brando has, that you only realize the 
difference if you look at the last reel right after 
the first reel. Richard Castellano also turns in a 
stunning character portrayal as the D,on 's right 
hand man. He fills the part in both girth and 
ability. 
James Caan has been touted to some extent as a 
new sex symbol for his portrayal of Sonny, the 
philandering son. Yet I found nothing especially 
sensual or for that matter exemplary in the 
portrayal. His anger wasn't angry enough and his 
back too hairy. 
All the other characterizations were more than 
adequate, none being especailly good or bad, but 
each obviously well cast and acted. 
It seems that what Director Francis Ford 
Coppola did, was to take this movie and set it up. 
and then just let it happen. Unlike other 
adaptations, it is the image of the bestseller novel 
it came from - and unlike other adaptations it 
should win all the plaudits that the book got, plus 
a few more. Rarely is anything in film so sublimely 
understandable and so terrifyingly realistic. 
Admission for the Friday evening address will be $3_00. Th, 
Saturday dance will cost $2.00 . 
Course in Chess 
The following course will be added in the Fall 1972 catalog 
Chess--Theory and History 203_ "Although Chess is-- classed as ,1 
game, it is such only when it is played with little understanding of its 
nature; there are those who see in chess nothing more than J 
pleasant way of passing the time, but with others it is a poem, ,1 
symphony_ The poor man can have as splendid a collection of che,, 
games or problems as the poor man's patron. To say that Chess is a11 
art, and the chess player an artist seems to me to approximate to tht 
true nature of the thing. Napier." The prerequisite will be .1 
knowledge of the rules of chess, and credit will be three hours. 
''Candy" on Sunday 
On Sunday, April 2, at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., in T-102, the film 
version of the best seller, ''C'andy", will be presented for only $.5() 
($.75 per couple). The stars include Ringo Starr, Richard Burton. 
Marlon Brando, and Walter Matthau. Quarry is sponsoring the film 
Ramble with Gamblin2 
John Gambling from -WOR's (New York) "Rambling with 
Gambling" program will speak to Communications students in T-1 O 1 
at 4:00 p.m. on Monday, April 3. 47 years ago, his father originated 
the show. Of course. all are invited. 
TVR Tra~fers -
Students who are considermg transferring to either of the ne11 
degree programs in the Division of Communications should fill 01o1 
an Intent ion of Transfer for available at the Division of 
Communication offices in the Performing Arts Building, it WJ, 
announced by Director of the Division of Communica-tions, Dr. John 
E. Keshisoglou. At Waater Ford Hail 
A full schedule is set during the next week at Walter Ford Hall 
Tonight at 8: 15 p.m .• a student string quartet, coached by Einar 
Holm, will give a concert al 8: 15 p.m. The ensemble includes Eliz.i 
Tan and Karen Lang on violin, Dorothy Stanley on viola, and Liml,1 
Umstetter on the cello. Student soloists will present a recital at I :00 
p.m. on Friday, March 3 I. They are Rick Compton, percussion. 
Chris Scholl, baritone; Robert Byrnes and Ba1bara Wood, cello: and 
Carole Deutsch and Annette Strickland on piano. Einar Holm on 
cello will perform on Friday', March 31 at 8: 15 p.m. A junior re cit.ii 
will be presented on Saturday, March 31 at 8:15 p.m. A iuni,,, 
IETIIAD 
ARliDUT 
AND WHEN SHE DID, · 
------HE FORGOT WHAT HE WAS MAD ABOUT! __ _ _J 
2P.M. Cj TEMPLE .IP.M. 
- ----------------~ 
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recital will be presented on Saturday, April I, at 2:00 p.m. William 
Marzullo will be on clarinet, Patricia Daniels. on piano, and they will 
be assisted by soprano Sharon Lamb. Later that day, soprano 
Cynthia Marion, pianist Deborah Schwenk, and Lisa Kinkt on violin 
will-present their junior recital al 4:0ff p.m. The Harvard Glee Club 
will travel to Ithaca to perform at 8: 15 p.m. on Sunday, April 2. The 
Jazz Lab's spring conc)!rl will be presented on Monday, April 3, at 
8: 15 p.m. Conductor of the band will be Stephen Brown. Earlier that 
Monday, Douglas Fish, Willard E. Lloyd, Jr. and Brent D. Wheat will 
present their trumpet recitals jointly at 4:00 p.m. Soprano Phyllis 
Muhr will give her senior recital at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, April 5. 
On Thursday ,April 6,"Hanns Eisler- Palmstrom" will be the subject 
of a graduate lecture-recital by Grace Moore at 12:45 p.m. And 
music for flute and trombone will be played in a joint recital 4:30 
p.m. on that same Thursday. Dawn Gihr and Vernon Gatewood will 
play the respective instruments. 
Special Community Court Meeting Called 
The Ithaca College Community Court is holding a special open 
meeting Tuesday night April 4 at 7:00 in the Union Lounge. The 
purpose is to discuss the possible closing of the Union or T ,wer 
cafeterias. According to Eileen Dickinson, Executive Assistant to the 
President, Phillips "is going to seriously consider any 
recommendations ' forthcoming from that meeting. Therefore the 
Community Court urges large student representation at this meeting 
for purposes of maximizing input. 
OSCMoves 
The Office of Student C'onterns has a new location on the third 
floor of the Student Union. Students who are having any kinds of 
difficulties with Ithaca College, be it problems with administrative 
red tape, the faculty, or other students, should come to the Office to 
find out how to get it straightened out. There is someone in the 
Office 3-5:00 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights and 
I 0-12:00 noon Tuesday and Thursday. Draft counseling is offered 
Monday. Wednesday, and Thursday nights from 7-9 :00 p.m. Call 
272-3120 at any hour-: if no one is in the office, your message will be 
recorded and someone from OSC will get in touch with you. The 
Office maintains a policy of confidentiality with all clients. 
Play This Weekend 
"Pictures in the Hallway", a Readers Theatre production. is 
scheduled for two performances in the Main Theatre of IC's 
Performing Arts Building at 8: 15 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, 
March 31 and April I. Tickets arc on sale at the box office. The 
production, under the direction of associate professor of speech, 
John Gunning, includes a cast of eight IC students. · 
Pre-registration Material 
On April 3-4. students may pick uplpre-registration material in 
the Union Rec Room from 9-4:00 p.m. All those who have paid 
their $ I 50 advance deposit can find their envelopes there. The only 
students who do not pre-register arc those who arc extra-mural and 
graduate students.· 
Native European Students 
Natives. of European and Latin American countrks residing in 
Ithaca arc invited to add to the atmosphere of Ithaca College\ first 
International Fiesta. They arc asked to wear the costumes typical of 
their own lands at the activities schedulcd to begin at 9:00 p.111. in 
the Tower Dining Hall on Satu'rday. April 8. Prizes will he awarded 
to those wearing the most attractive and authentic costumes. The 
fiesta is sponsored by the Department of Foreign Languages. and 
will follow an international dinner in ail dining halls. During the 
fiesta. international music. slides. d,mces. and songs will be 
presented. Admission is free. 
Unclaimed I.D. Card'> 
J.S. Sherrer, registration coordinator, reports that the following 
ID cards have hcen left unclaimed at the Registrar\ Office in Job 
Hall. Also. initiab arc added to help you identify yours. E.T.A. 
25078: R.E.D. Jr. 401<>2: S.M.G. 3021'1: P.J.G. 21087: K.J.G. 
22894: A.A.G. 38715: D.A.H. 34403: S.F.H. 25084: A.J.11. 3'1311: 
C.A.H. 31687: E.H. 34360: F.P.I. 38'129: K.L. 41766: G.G.L. 
4176'1: S.G.M. 41055: G.A.M. 404olJ: CW.M. 02819; C.L.!'\. 23555: 
A.F.P. 38806:J.P.P. 41619:J.B.R. Oo364;G.D.S. 02453. 
Present and Prospective Politics Majors 
Thl•rc will he a meeting of all Politics Majors and thosl' students 
considering the selection of the major in S-302 on Thur~day, March 
JO. al 8:30 p.m. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the new 
curriculum. All arc urged to attend. 
Employers and Recruiters on C .. mpus 
All students wishing to have an interview with the following 
representatives must sign up for a specific appointment prior to their 
visit. Sign-up!> will take place in t~e Career Plans Office on the third 
floor of Egbert Union. On Tuesday and Wednesday, April .4-5, a 
recruiter from the U.S. Marines will be on campus from 9-5:00 p.m. 
Also on April 5, representative from the Niskayna Public Schools in 
Schnectady, N. Y. will be on campus from 9:30-11 :30 a.m_. The rep 
will be looking for prospective teachers in English, French, Math, 
P.E., Science, Art, and Music. 
Environmental Consultants Directory 
An annual Directory of Environmental Consultants, will be 
published beginning in 1972. Environmentally-co,1cerned 
professionals interested in having _their name and short resume 
appear in the Directory should send a No. 10 self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to: Directory of Environmental Consultants, P.0-:- Box · 
8002, University Station, St. Louis, Missouri 73108. 
At Cornell Theatre 
"The Marriage of Mr. Missi5:5ippi~' will be the Cornell University 
Theatre's.final Studio Series proiluctitm of the winter season. It will 
open in Drummond Studio in °Linc~In;. Hall on Thursday·; April 6, 
and will continue through Sunday, April 9, and Thursday through 
Saturday, April 13-15, at 8: 15 p.m:;Tickets are now on sale in the 
box office on the low level of Willard Straight Hall. The office is 
open from 12-3:00 p.m., Mondays· through Saturdays. Telephone 
reservations.can be made by calling 256-5165. . . ·· 
, Stravinsky Index Be~g Prepared 
BULLETIN BOARD ATHLETICS Friday, March 31, 9·12 p.m. Crossroads 
Politics Majors Meeting 
"Thursday, March 30, 8:30 p.m., 
S-202 
Exhibition Fight (Tom Hicks) 
Junior Recital (William Marzullo, 
clarinet & Patricia •Daniels, piano) 
Saturday, April l, 2 p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall Afrlacan Night 
Friday, March 31, 6 p.m., Egbert 
Union, Tickets $3 at Union 
Masquerade Ball 
T11ursday, March 30, 7:30 p.m., 
sen Light Gym, $2 & $3, With IC ID 
$1 & $2 
. Golf and Tennis Clinics Vocal Recital (Cynthia Mario, soprano) 
Saturday, Apt1I 1, 4 p.m., Walter 
Fora Hall Saturday, April 1. 9 p.:n., Union 
Cafeteria, .free with costume, $.50 
Saturday, April 1, 10-12 noon, Ben 
Light Gym, euQ1pment will be 
available free of charge 
John Gambling (from WOR radio) 
Monday, April 3, 4:00 p.m.,.T-101 
Gay Liberation Meeting 
CINEMA Skip Bean (folksinger) Saturday, April l, 9·12 m1dn1ght, 
Crossroads Marooned 
Monday, April 3, 9:30 p.m., west 
Terrace Dining Hall 
Saturday, April 1, 7 & 9 p.m., Woodwind Quintet 
Sunday, April 2, 3 p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall T·l02, $.75 U.S. Marine Recruiter Candy 
Tuesday & Wednesday, April 4·5, 
9.5 p.m., sign up 1n Career Plans 
Office 
Sunday, April 2, 7 & 9:30 p.m., 
T-102, $.50 ($.75 per couple) 
Sacred Music Concert (Harvard Glee 
Club) 
Sunday, April 3, 8: 15 p.m., Wiater 
Ford Hall, free to students with ID 
cards 
Nlskayna Public Schools 
Representative 
MUSIC 
wea nesaay, April _5, 9:30·11 :30 
a.m .. sign up in Career Plans Office 
Concerto Program 
Thursday, March 30, 
Walter Ford Hall 
student Recital 
8:15 p.m., Trumpet Recital Monday, April 3, 4 p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall 
Jazz Lab Concert (Stephen Brown, 
conductor - guest artist, Gary Burton, 
vibraharp) 
Pictures In the Hallway 
Friday & Saturday, March 31-April 
l, 8:15 p.m., Main Theater, P.A. 
Building, free with IC ID card. 
Friday;- March 31, l 
Ford Hall. 
p.m., Walter 
Hair Tryouts (In Hebrew) 
· Faculty Recital 
Friday, March 
- Walter Fora Hall. 
31, 8:30 p.m., 
Monday, April 3, 8:15 p.m., Walter 
Fora Hall 
Monaay & tuesaay, April 3-4, 
7-8 :30 p.m., Job Room, Egbert 
Union 
Robin Youngs & Jay Elvove 
(folksingers) 
Senior Recital (Phyllis Muhr, soprano) 
Wednesday, Aprol 5, 4 p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall· 
• 
Hanns Eisler,Palmstrom (lecture-recital 
by Grace Moore) 
Thursday, Apnl 6, 12:45 p.m., 
Walter Fora Hall 
IN ONE EAR 
by Ward Silver 
After nearly two semesters of writing this 
feeble-minded stuff, somt:how, somewhere, 
someone may have got the impression that I 
appreciate well-engineered music. This is in fact 
one of the only musical dogmas that I adhere to. 
All too often I will hear an album by a decidedly 
obscure band a~d say to myself ( in my 'umble 
opinion) "these guys have got it." Y ct upon closer 
investigation, such as through Koss headphones, 
the LP will yield various humms, whirrs, his.~es and 
pops. For one so fond of music and, I hope, 
discrimin<!tc of good quality stuff. one of these 
little devils can throw me right off. This, of course 
in addition to a band's unrefined approach to, 
apparently, some new concept or style in music. 
With that off my chest. suffice 1t to say 
producer engineer Eddie "Are }'OU ready"' Offord 
has done an extremely fine job with Fragile 
(Atlantic), Yes's latest album. Not only is it well 
put together. but 1t succcssfull}· attempts a fusion 
of instruments extended well beyond their 
functional usage. Most characteristic lo ardent Yes 
listeners (that includes you AM folds, too) is 
··Roundabout", an eight and a half m111utc tour de 
force. Rick Wakcman·s synthesizer builds 
powerfully to Steve Howe's acoustic guitar two 
times before the prominent bass and drum section 
joins. By then you·ve reached till' point of no 
return. Wtthout telling you any more than you 
already know Wakeman·~ org,111 and 8111 Bruford·~ 
double lime drums on the lmks b worth noting. 
There arc two other maJor pieces in the 
Roundabout schcmc. Onl'. "Heart Of The 
Sunrise". would normally toe a strong cut except 
for the fact thal its rhythm section (esp. drums) is 
a direct steal from King C'rimson's "1lst C'enlury 
Schizoid Man" and the bass has too much ego. But 
don't worry. There arcn·t too many of us KC 
. freaks funning ·around and this song is very 
tolerable. The other. perhaps the best on the 
album. is "Souuth Side Of The Sky'". a hard, 
driving song featuring keyboard virtuoso Wakeman 
on grand piano epitomizing the lone of the song: 
"Were we ever colder on thal day a million miles 
away /It seemed from all of eternity." 
The rest of the album comprises each member 
of the hand"s interpretation of the u~c of his 
.instrument. ··cans and Brahms" witnesses 
Wakeman calling his own shot,;: that is. ekctric 
. pi~no=~t rings. grand piano=wood\vind~. 
organ=hass. electric harps1chord=rccds and 
synlhcsizcr=contra bassoon. "The Fbh"' wherein 
"each nff. rhythm. and melody 1s produced by 
using the different ,;ound~ of the has~ guitar·· is 
performed by Cini~ Squire: Jon Andcr~on\ 
polvvoicc is I he sub~tance of "\V c I-lave llc,tvcn •·. 
i:or~cl about thl' fact that Ye~ just did an ad 
for Fal)ergc ,111d lay 11110 Fragile. an album well 
worth your monl·y. 
Student Activities Board 
presents 
An April Fools 
MASQUERADE DANCE 
Sat. April 1 9pm Union Cafeteria 
cash prizes ••• be iudged by Fae. & Adm. 
featuring Qean Brown FREE w / costume 
------·--
KOWABUNGA! 
PROCOL HARUM 
at Mansfield State College1 Pennaylvania 
· llonclay, April 10 at 8:00 p.m. 
Thirty graduate students and seni!'.)rs at Ithaca College's School of 
Music are currently preP.aring a chronological thematic inde_x of the 
works by. composer Igor Stravinsky. More than a mere catalog, the -
! liillex:'Will ·contain information abollt the first performance of each 
Decker. Gym Tickets $3.00 each 
COME ON DOWN! 
·': cEi&positii>I}, descriptions-of the °works ·of Stravinsky and analysis of 
li)?ng. under the direction of Assistant Professor Edward ~t!~e -stu~nt would like to eventually_publish t~e results of . ).. {:; - . . . . . - -
·,-, 
-
.·/~~~;~::.;.~:t~~:r~;:._r~.;1.·.~ ... -,~\ 
-JEFF BECK 
-BLOOD, S\\'E:\T & TE:\RS 
-- FOCR TOPS ; ;::::::=1 -·JACKSO:'\ Fl\'E 
1--CA:"1::'\ED HEAT 
· -:'\Ell. Dl..\~10:'\ D 
-JOSE FELICIA:'\O 
-GRAND Fl;:'\K 
- Jl'.\11 llE:'\DRIX 
--1:\:'\IS JOPLI:'\ 
--· EFFERSO:'\ :\IRPLS 
--· :\i\:IS JOPLli\: 
- EFFERSO:'\ :\IRPLA:\E 
-, IOODY BLCES 
--RARE EARTII 
-BOBBY SllEIUL\:'\ 
--S'l"EPPEi\:\VOI.F 
-TIIREE DOG :'\ITE 
--DIO:'\:'\E \\'.\R\\'ICK 
-C:\RPE:'\TERS 
--P:\RTRII>GE F.UIILY 
-.\'.\mRIC.\ 
· lll'.'.\IBLE PIE 
--ELTO:'\ JOII:'\ 
I-SI L\\\'N PIIILIPS 
-TIIE BA.:'\I> 
-BEE GEES 
--J:\'.\IES BROW:'\ -CROSBY, STILLS, 
--:\RETH:\ FRANKLii\: NASH & YOUNG 
--DI.A:'\..\ ROSS -FIRESIGN THEATRE 
--CHICAGO -GUESS WHO 
--CREA:\! -TE'.\IPTATIONS 
-DOORS -JOE COCKER 
--FIFTJI Dl:\IE:'\SIO:'\ -IT'S A BEAUTIFCL.DA 
---GRATEITL DEAD 
--IR()~· BU'I''I'I·:1>1,·1.\· -_JOHN '.\l:\Y:\LL 
. ·' . - " - -"STEVE '.\IILLER 
-LED Zl~PPLI:'\ -ROLi l~G STONES 
-LEE '.\IICH:\ELS -SPOOKY TOOTH 
-'.\IOUNTAI~ -rETHRO TULL 
-PROCOL HARU'.\I - AMES GANG 
-)OI-1:'\!\'Y RIVERS -. 'EIL YOUNG 
-=SLY :\:'\D THE FA'.\IILY STO:'\E -SPIRIT 
-).:\:\!ES TAYLOR -ELVIS PRESLEY 
- I"RAFFIC -NILSSOi\: 
-THE \\'I)() _j> ·\UL \VILLIA.\IS 
--C:\PTAll'\ BEEFHEART r\nd m·tn'-' more' 
-S.-\:'\T:\.:'\ :\ ' ' 1 • 
-BEATLES 
--STYLISTICS 
--SA \'OY BRO\\':'\ 
-Bl'FF:\LO SPRI.:'\GFIELD 
-CIIA'.\IBERS BROS. 
-ISS.-\C HAYES 
EPIC 
COLUMBIA 
WARNER BROS. 
ATCO 
REPRISE 
Paul William ---1 
'i OLD FASH JON ED Lor: SONG I SHAWN PHILLlPs COLLAOORATION 
·:..- .. f,._,:__. 
··:: ;., ·,;, - - --_--c--. ~~ . . ·tr;\!i~~tro·r-~f~~·f,;·1·:.?i~ ·a;.,. 
·~ -~. -.'3'~";, "*'-~~ '<,fj.-. ,1- 1.- .0. ;,_~·,io?·-=·~ifl,e)'_hv?,~v·;~:8-t~:i;·_'.:- ~. . . . . .. 1ne_ 1tbacan,.~rch. J_ r: -Nft ilagfl s · · · · ~· urdrtiat:,c " -K u 
MANO'S DINER' 
GOOD HEARTY FOOD 
LOCAL PRICES 
OPEN SUNDAY THROUGH THURS. 7am-2am 
FRIDAY & SA TU RDA Y 7am ti/13.am 
Elmira Road .... Plenty of Parking .. Always 
r·························································, 
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"HAPPY'S HOUR" 
- Happy Hour Special 
Friday and Saturday 3 - 5 p.m. 
Pitcher of Bud - $1.00 
All Mixed Drinks 50c 
Bloody Marys 3 - 7 p.m. Sat. SOc 
MJ:Pt }\. SO ELSE~C[ 
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TAVERN 
When you stop In at the State Street Bargain House, located at 516 w. 
State In Ithaca, you will be surprised at their wide selection of quality used 
furniture, appliances and antiques to pluse the most discriminating antique 
collector! We buy used Items of all description-from trinkets to treasures. 
People have learned In this area that they can shop at this store and save 
hundreds of dollan In furnishing their home, and still have furniture and 
appliances that they can be proud to show. This company has earned a 
reputation for square dealings. One does not have to be afraid of buying 
merchandise that Is misrepresented, as so often h;appens when buying used. 
It Is not uncommon to find practlcaUy new merchandise aUess than half of 
the origin.al price. 
If you have been thinking of buying n·ew furniture or appliances stop In 
at the State Street Bargain House. Vou will be surprised at their fine 
merchandise and low, low prices, and you will like the friendly, fair manner 
In which you will be treated! 
Bring your Items to the State Street Bargain House for a free appraisal. 
Mr. Ralph Thorpe win pay CASH for your entire household or estate. Vou 
can count on getting a fair price for .your furniture, china, glassware, 
antiques, clocks, oriental rugs, dolls, and other Items of miscellaneous 
merchandise. 
STA1E ST. BARGAIN HOUSE 
516W. STATE 272-4911 ~ FOR VOUR ITEMS! 
' 
•j,'L,., 
WHA Solicits Original 
Writing For Production 
(CPSJ-There is a scheme afoot 
to pump new life intc, radio 
drama. WHA Radio in Madison, 
Wisconsin, has a five-year plan to 
produce from 400 to 800 radio 
dramas for non-commercial radio. 
The Corporation for ·Public 
Broad ca sting has provided 
$150,000 for the first year of the 
project, known as "Earplay·•. 
Karl Schmidt, who left his job 
directing the University of 
Wisconsin's ext_ension' radio 
activities to head up "Earplay", 
· says most of the productions will 
be shorter than they were in the 
old days-most productions will 
be shorter than 15 minutes, and 
many will run only five or ten 
minutes . 
"The days when a family 
would gather in a room and listen 
to an hour of radio drama 
together arc gone", said Schmidt. 
"Today's radio audience is 
mobit·c-it's driving a car or 
making a bed or· milking a cow • 
and it needs drama that can 
command attention in those 
situations. If WC start a drama, 
and the listener knows it's only 
going to last five or ten minutes, 
he may postpone doing something 
else for those few minutes to 
listen to it. 
"We'll do some half-hour 
pieces. but nothing longer. and 
our emphasis will he on the 
shorter ones ... 
Schmidt's first task is to find 
scripts. He said he hopes to find 
60 to I 00 scripts in the first year. 
He has written literary agents, is 
running ads in literary magazines 
and i~ ~!aging :1 writing 
competition. 
'"l"he Adventure~ of Flex 
Flanagan ... a IS-minutes series 
that parodies the old private-eye · 
shows is among the first shows 
commissioned. Flanagan's dicnts ' 
inl·lude a wide varit'ly of 
in~titutions and 
organizations- wumen·s lih, a 
radkal student group. the federal 
government. 
..In each episode 111: gets 
involved with rnme of the 
questionable methods by which 
these groups operate. so there'll 
be some social commentary along 
with the fun," Schmidt said. 
The script competition is 
divided into two 
· categories- scripts 15 minutes ,or 
less and scripts 30 minutes or less. 
"There will be purchase awards 
of $ I .000 for each of the first five 
scripts in eal·h category. and $500 
.awards for the next five in each 
·Category. 
"After we've chosen the 
winners: we may still negotiate to 
buy some of the other entries. 
"Our script budget runs from 
S200 to S 700 a script. and all we 
buy are the non-commercial radio 
-rights and. in the case of the 
competition scripts, th:: right to 
publish them in an anthology that 
we hope to issue each year. The 
author retains the copyright and 
all the commercial radio. TV and 
movie rights. 
"In England, movie. stage, and 
TV producers make a habit of 
listening to rJdio to find new 
talent and material. and we hope 
.that's what will happen here." 
. Writers interested in submitting 
scripts for competition or for 
direct sale arc asked to send their 
inquiries to Schmidt at "Earplay" 
WHA. Radio Hall. Madison, 
Wisconsin 53706. 
Jazz La·b Concert 
F_eatures Gary Burton 
Vibist Gary burton will appear 
as guest · soloist with Stephen 
Brown and the Ithaca College Jazz 
Lab Band in concert at 8: 15 p.m. 
Monday. April 3. Admission is 
free but limited to the seating 
capai:ity of Walter Ford Hall. 
Gary Burton will be featured in 
Les Hopper's ''Chickenfeed" and 
"Sound Cushion". Howie Smith's 
"Midnight Dawn" and Bill 
Chaloner's arrangement of 
"Spring Is Hen•." 
The ltlfa'ca College Jazz 
Workshop and director Rrnw,. 
have an active schedule including 
winter and spring conci:rts on the 
home campus. programs at nearby 
high schools and colleges and a 
spring tour. Each year the 
workshop has commissiom:d a 
work for a prommcnt ~oloist and 
the Lah Band. 
Brown. a music instructor at 
the college, has had considerable 
cx,pcricnce a~ a professional jazz 
guitarist. Recently he has been 
as~ociated with Chuck Mangione 
in recordings and concerts. 
~~ 
DAILY 2 TO 5 P.M.- NITEL YI TO 10 P.M. ~ 
PITCHa O'BUD - under 76c 
GlnS! GIRLS! GIRLS! 
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itself for that time. In order to beco!11e 
an effective political body, to actualize 
those hopes and ideas that it had, it was 
forced to move out and broaden (to 
remain introverted and · talk to itself 
would have meant its death). What it 
reached for was something that it had 
lacked all along-a clear ideology. But 
rather than create its own ideology, it 
grasped older revolutionary doctri~es, 
ideologies, in fact, which the formation 
of the Movement itself had been a 
reaction to' 1 t ·reached for those 
categories that the old Left ~ad 
contorted itself over for years, with 
much the same result. 
In the ashes of factionalism were left 
PL. RYM II which went underground to 
become the Weatherpeople. and RYM I, 
whi,.h was a moderate faction (in 
comparison). And of course _the~c wa~ 
alwavs the Y1pp11:s. The ~10BE rcllectea 
all t;f thc~c groups. with some liberal 
anti-war clcmcnb thrown in fur more 
fun 
What aro~e Ill the mid~! of tills 
merry-go-round was the Blat:k Panther~. 
,\ctuallv. the Panther~ had begun their 
, ast:cnt ~ couple ot ~ car~ before. Bobby 
Scale. lluey !'scwton. Fred llampton 
and Erika llugg111, had been calling to 
white rad1L·al, for- J while. and Scale'~ 
cxpericnCL' at the Clm:ago Trial, whcrc 
he was hound ,111d gagged. made ihL'. 
Panther, 11110 revolutionary heroes, for 
the whites. Fmc and well. for in many 
respect!, the Panthers were heroc~, and 
white rad11.:al, !,aw. m their adoption of 
Marx1~m-Lcn1111sm ungcd with Black 
and Third World Pride an ally they had 
been 1111~,mg ~ll along. The problem wa!, 
that white~ were hcgi1111111g to think that 
they were Panthc~. too. and they 
stumbled over their own feet trying to 
he Panther!,. The problem wai. that they 
were white. And the Panthers 
themselves were dL'Veloping ideologil:al 
disputes while their leaders were being 
jailed and killed right and left. 
The pro hlem was, and to some 
extent i~. that the _number of voil:cs 
talking. ~ loudly and angrily, were 
shouting pas! each other so !hat no one 
heard anyone ebc. And the car~ that 
could have listened only heard a din. 
Who's Got The Mov•m•nt 
The Mov~ment was so fragmented and - alone, three groups sent out flyers, each 
many sectors of it had become so hard from , different campus, proclaiming to 
line that conciliation was not possible. be Regional Headquarters of the Strike, 
Each faction condemned the other for and each calling for different actions. 
incorrect thinking. . The ludicrousness of the situation is 
The situation slowly detenor~te~. perhaps .best' exemplified by a flyer 
The Weatherpeople's hopes went ~p 10 from one campus which had so heavily 
smoke when the dust settled 10 a researched the boycott issue that they 
Greenwich Village apartment. Th_ey · had produced a two-p<;1ge list of 
emerged from the underground with products to boycott covering virtually 
wary, sober eyes. PL kept working t~eir every area of consumer life, from 
way into organizations and attemptmg frankfurthers and dog food to bowling 
t O c O nt r o l them. The Chi-cago balls and power boats. It was a wonder 
Conspiracy people worked ~heir "'.'ay • that the Strike was a widespread as it 
with 'few notable exceptions, ~~to was. 
oblivion. Dan Berrigan was a· fugitive The Strike came late in the school 
and got caught. There was no focus for· year and with vacation the protest and 
much of anything. activity virtually stopped. By fall, Kent 
The Politcs of Fear State and Jackson State were far-off 
Finally. Richard Nixon provided one. echoes and the campuses got back to' 
The incursion into Cambodia and threat business as usual. It was a sad time for 
of the spread of lndo-C'hincse conflict · organizers who in previous years had· 
quickly untied people again around the worked so hard and long to sustain 
war issue. With the killings at Kent and activity. 
Jackson State the tone of sentiment All Quiet On Most Fronts 
t:hanged; pl'ople were outraged, yes, but 1970 was a quiet year, · then. No 
thcv were also afraid and worried. The noticeable protest arose when the FBI 
pri~c for protest had now escalated, and and the Government indicted the 
Movement people, especially those who Harrisburg defendants and in the 
were younger and newer to the vacuum a few asked what had 
Movement. were now hcsil.itlng-to happened. Spring 1971 came with more 
com m:t one ·s ,elf seemed to indicate marches schcduled-·the large one with. 
somcthmg greater than it did before, the liberals. the Veteran's March which 
and to a body that was largely made up was a definite shot in the arm to the 
of educated, middle and upper-middle Movement hopes (it gave the final bit of 
class youth personal survival sccmcd __ th_c legitimacy to Vietnam protest that was 
question. 1 think what the at ~air needed) and finally the Mayday activity. 
brought about was an introversion These activities were contorted by 
among tho).c clements which h_ad splits, too. The Socialist Workers Party 
alternatives as far as life-style. security and Young Socialist Alliance (SWP and 
and future were concerned. To groups YSA), groups with Trotskyist leanings.. 
such as the poor and the Blacks. such opposed the idea of civil disobedience in 
alternatives arc severely limited and the Mayday activities and actively 
commitment is a fact of survival. campaigned for the march held two 
Regardless. the protest toned down weeks" previous and against the Mayday 
somewhat, even though there was a activities. The Mayday Tribe, complete 
sense of poblic outrage. The activity with gave rn men t infiltrators, went 
once again centralized itself around the ahead and attempted to put a halt to 
anti-war issue and directed itself at the activity in Washington. Arrests were 
campus. But the lack of national union indiscriminate and later thrown out of 
was crucial here; all around the country court, there were talcs of teargassing 
groups rose up, declaring wide ~arictics prison compounds where demonstrators 
of action necessary, from orgamzmg_ to were being held, and the functions of 
boycotting products to holding Washington were not halted. There was, 
nprchcs. In the Upstate New York area at lca<;l. some wide~pread national 
C:Oinner at 
~TURBACK'S 
The 'Possible 
'Dream 
ltEST IIBFtllB 
\111101&\H 
We've got so much to delight the senses in our converted 
mansion of a 19th century mllionaire complete with nostalgic 
overhead lam:.. stained glass Tiffany shades, flickering fire-
places. and :ntimate hand-holding private dining nooks. 
Mission Impossible! 
publicity as TV viewers watched. 
demonstrators being carted away while 
John Mitchell calmly oversaw the 
proceedings from the balcony of the 
Justice Department, smoking his pipe 
and even gesturing at times. . 
People returned to the .. ,,puses and 
communes with fire in their eyes, with 
tales of brutality and an energy .that 
seemed hopeful. Perhaps another 
national organization, or at least active 
coordinator could arise and Norman 
Mailer's Armies of the Night would 
march again. But the attitude of the· 
others who hadn't been to Washington 
and· personally experienced the 
repression was a general pooh-poohing 
of the activity. Business still went on as 
usual and the mood .of calmness and 
quietness ·continued-the ·radical" 
Movement had reached a standstill 
across the country and despite the 
prodding.,; of some activists, we arc still 
quiet today. 
Which brings us here, 197:!. There 
arc groups forming, the New American 
Movement, the Red Balloon Collective, 
the San Diego C'ommittec-cvcn old 
SOS is trying to reform. Each group 
claims to have learned lessons about 
coalitions, about where the thrust of 
activity should be centered, about 
polit.ical infighting·-about all the 
problems of the Movement in the 60's 
and early ?O's. But the NAM seems to 
have appealed to certain groups on the 
local level while adopting a line of 
action that has shut others out; the Red 
Balloon Collec:tive was jailed after they 
locked a dean 111 his office at 
St on ybrook and I still don't know 
whether their planned convention came 
off; and the estimates arc small .as to ,. 
pe"c>ple going to San· Diego for the 
Republican Convention. Of course, it is 
·not all as bleak as it sounds·-much 
activity has centered on the local 
community level where. many don't hear 
about it but it io; there'. Tl·.. : !Stic:· is 
whether whatever Movement exists now 
will be able to sustain itself through 
what seems to be a continuing period of .. 
quiet and non-activity, at least on the 
national level and to a large extent on 
the local level, too. 
Our bartenders make the hottest Irish Coffees and the coldest 
Frozen Banana Daiquiris. Besides all the usual intoxicants. 
Turback·s has a few of its OV(n. Like the Between-the-Sheets 
with rum. brandy and assorted delicacies. And the Misson 
Impossible with a combination of three rums from Jamaica, 
Puerto Rico and Guatamala. 
Part 372: "Hennan ls Picked Up" 
Help yourself to our popcorn machines: 
You·11 feel like a kid in a candy store. 
Night owl special 
Weekend dinners 'til 12 midnight. The owner is an insomniac. 
Oh, yes. The food! 
We'll tempt you with complementary Shrimp Cocktail Salads. 
lavish you with Roasted Prime Ribs or other great entrees. 
and indulge you in a bottle of wine from our incredible cellar. 
SQ what are you waiting for? Ifs all at TURBACK'S. On Route 
13 JUSt five minutes from downtown. 
272-6484 
After freeing himself from the clutches of the craz~d piano 
tuner and successfully escaping fro~ the organ m Fo~~ 
Auditorium, Herman again set h_is g_aze on the P:1R- C?U;. sh_o~. I 
must get there, for it is there I will fmd my true 1dent1ty. Wiping a 
tear from the corner of his watery grey eyes (the color of ~aggar · 
knit slacks), he stuck out his well-shaped thumb ~nd awaited a 
kindly motorist. A sinister-green Subaru rode ~ver,,h!~ thumb and a 
sexy female voice yelled, "Hey, Mac, want a hft'? Do you know 
where MR. GUY is'?" Herman simpered. · 
Will Herman be taken for a ride'? Or will he make it to the MR .. 
GUY shop (where pants in _every color and size arc found)? An~ 
what about thP t::Tt'ature? 
MlaulllloP: 
SECOND .FLOOR 
I2l' hAST STA.TE.STREET 
•~·I 
,.,,_ 
. . 
' 
1 
,, 
•·. ',-,t. :: 
0
"·;~.~-t=·,:.:..-:·~-;.~~Jr.l~~ ............ t •. · 
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DISCOUNT LIQUOR and WINES 
507 NORTH CAYUGA ST. 
. . 
IUIT A nw OF THI HU-EDI OF NAftONALLY ADYDIISID BRANDI - ALL AVAILABLE AT .NORTHSIDE'S FAMOUS LOW, LOW DISCOUNT 
,. 
"' 
" 
ltRICU! 
EXIRA SPECIAL 
LOUIS THE FIFTH 
"COi.D DUCK" . 
,,.~ 
....... lasts 
You may never see these fantastic low, low wine prices again-
Dollar devaluation and skyrocketing imported wine prices 
dictate this! 
_,II/SI/JES OWM SSltTIOII ROIi FRANCE 
.1970 ........ 
BOT. Case 
1970 Pinal Chardonnay 
1970 Cote Du Rhone . 1,1oae.ia1aisvaaae 
1970 Cllateau Rac-Tailade 
•1.69 118.50 
'1.49 'I 5.95 
'1.39 '14.95 
•1.99 12.1.50 
'1~89 119.50 , 
,._ MMIV MUF MIM6!! 
Always over 1000 cases of fine ~Ines to choose from. 
CUTTY 
SARK 
la, 91 s 
n.. or. 
,.,. 402 
Iha or. 
OLD VINEY ARD 
VERMOUTH 
SWRTOINY 
:!,121_ 
NfflS JIM BEAM 
.: __ HIGH t?!' GIi BOURBON 
• RRSCWIW'S 
IOYALVODU 
,.,_, 
SCHENLEY· 
VODKA 
.,,.,. 
· .... 411 
,_ ,,. 
/ 
• / 
() 
/ 
PR/tG I# U,ICTTll MARCH 3lsl 
FromSpaio-
THE IEW TASTE II SANGRIA 
CONQUISTADOR 
Apple, Str-berry or Pilleapple 
. SANGRIA 
Shields 
Blended Whiskey 
116 yrs. old" 
~ s3•?.. 
"THE PERFECT MIXER" 
..... s4777 n..c •• 
"Made & bottled for lorthside 
by one of the world's most 
famous distllers" 
GIN or VODKA 
_,31~ 
PARTY CLUB 
BOURBON 
........... ,... 
...... f 
..., .......... 
... ....,,.., 
.::, •s7•i ~ 
OPIN MON.-SAr. 9 A.M.-10:30 P.M. 
w~/ -
From Germany 
1970 ZELLER SWARTZ KATZ 
·$ 49 
PER 
STH 
z 
"' CASE 15.95 . <. 
~MIT 0111 CASE PlEASE ;s. 
~~,!A"1fe\,A\/\.~~\' '\,_ 
NORTHSIDE'S OWN 
N.Y. STATE 
CATAWBA PINK WIN 1c SALE 
Purchase one Fifth at the regular 1.19 price and 
get the second bottle for ONl Y 1 C 
UM/T TWO PLEASE 
SANDY SCOT 
SCOTCH 
ltu 440 Tl,an OT. 
.. 
TOM BURNS ~---
'~~1 
FLEISCHMANN'S 
PREFERRED 
~ RON RICO 
-·· 7.-: - RUM 
UGITOIDAll 
'"' 512 
'- or. 
CORRIDA 
TEQUILA 
IIIJIOITII JIOII· ao,co 
,.., 4c1 
n.. SIii 
ILEIIDED 
WHISKEY . ... . 
.. ,,..430 :-- D1muu • \, !oil:>01D1T , "" ... Tl,an OT. La.· 
-..:-
'GORDONS 
,. 
GIN 
90 PROOF 
less 52s 
• Tl,aa OT. 
CALVERT 
EXTRA . Si ,,.. 5ss 
T/111r OT. 
...... 
• 
TANQUERAY-
::: 69! \ 
GORDONS 
VODKA 
"- . '. 
'PARTY CLUB SCOTCH • 
... °"' ·,. ........ ~~ • 
• 
• • 
REGAL C~UB 
DIIIGOUS COIIWS s 111 .... .,...._ .........,.. ms . . 
"-................ 1UI .· •. 
. ~ . .. 
~ • ~ 
" " ,, • / C• 
·:>/ /' / , ~ .. "\• • 
_,._/////I 
.. J4~~ . 
,.....,.._.................. c.u, -15•" ' 
-··· -= • • 
,, 
• • • • • l" • I \ \ • " • 
~ • • f; • • • • • ~ • Q • 
ti .. ·:.·-: •' 
t 
• I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I. 
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IPTRAD&IN 
SALE! 
THIS MON-TUES-WED 
GEr CRf:1 >rr ON om RECX>RDS FOR NEW! APRIL 3-4-s ONLY! 
LSP-4515 
Bear All the Sides 
of Barry Nilsson on 
RCA Records and Tapes 
Columbia 
~ 
16'tillionl 
PAULSIMON 
11h !:,d1nq 
D11nc.111 Mc1t11L·r An<t Ch1IIJ R1•,,111o ,n 
P(~.,ce Likp A R,,..ur Conqr.ilul,1h0fl.., 
1'-.,1,• And J11ho Down By The Schonly;ucJ 
ANTHONY 
NEWMAN 
MUSIC 
FOR ORGAN 
BACH 
TRIO SONATA 
NO 4 IN E MINOR 
FRANCK 
THREE CHORALES 
LISZT 
FANTASY AND 
FUGUE ON 
BACH 
DANDRIEU 
LIVRE D'ORGUE 
1SELECTIONS1 
M 31127 
• Capitol. 
KC 30750" 
~ ~ 
ROIi 
THE IUMll mnBS 1111D 
flJIPBCII 
Naturally 
J.J.CALE 
~ ;/l!t. 
y ... ' 
• • ,I • al;'lf, 
..... •:, ·::: .. • . J 
JOHN WI.LIAIIS JUUAN RREAM 
...... 
la Via lmt: S,.lia Daa .... 1 
llllsen: llllnllm • Pini fir I Dnl PrlllCIU 
CHECK OUT 
THE 
LATEST 
RCA 
CLASSICS 
lncludes:Alrl'I WasbnTme No More 
Melissa a.JeSky MounlMlJam 
' ;r '--,v" 
~ 
TM) \ 
-=mm, 
..,. 
-IP TRAD&lN SAl.E ! 
SW-8908 (Shelter) 
S-36803 
Open weekdays 9:30-9:00 P.M. ,, , m11,~ 
Sal. and Sun. lill 6 P.M. ..~.,>'\. 
iscount recof s 1 
· 405 College Ave. • ·hhac;a • 272-2215 
... ..... ·: ..... ' . _, ···-
,_ 
I BANKAMERIClRD ...... 
• 
,, 
Win-fer Sports Hand Out 
MVP's, Unsung Hero Awards 
' Improved, and ~oph Tom Sprague 
wa~ i:ho~en the Unsung ~kn,. 
Sophomore Jai:k Grt·ene. wllll 
po,led a 12-::! re..:on.1, wa, the 
wrestling team's \:ho1<.:e fur Mos! 
Valuable Pt·rformer. Soph Tom 
Blank, who won ,1x of l11s last 
.• seven ~larl~. w,1~ the Most 
-.'tlllf Improved ~quad .member. while 
heavyweight Steve K;1~}JJ11~k1 wa~ 
lhl' Un~ung llero. 
The ~w11nming team abti had a 
lie for lht· MVP award between 
~ophomorl' Jim Sl,1hl and 
freshman Phil Hopfc. Stahl ~i:orcd 
· 113 pmnh 111 dual eompl'l Jllon. 
· this season. while Hopfr L'dgetl 
• him for the si:oring title wllh I 16. 
I Both Stahl and Hopk set four 
si:hool rei:onb th1~ vcar. and we1e 
-~ al~o member~ of threi: 
· record-selling n:la} teams. 
SophomorL' Mik.: Manno and 
freshman Ja} l\kGinky wer,: t1.:d 
in the vot1n!,! for th,: Mo~t 
Improved Sw1mmL·r award, and 
soph Rh.:h Gos~ wa~ a unammou~ 
Dave Hollowell was selected MVP, Basketball. cho1..:e for Unsung Hero. 
Awards for the Most Valuable, 
\lost Improved and for the 
l ·nsung Hero in five sports were 
madt• this past week at Ithaca 
('nllege. 
The varsity basketball team 
,,·ki.:ted junior Dave Hollowell as 
1hc Most Valuable Player, 
,nphomore Billy Folkins as the 
:,,10~! Improved and senior center 
\like Williams as. the Unsung 
Ho.:ro. 
Hollowell, who earnLd 
-\11-Amerkan and All East honor~ 
this year, l.:d ltha<.:a 111 st:oring Semor I.e.: Multan and JUnJOr 
with a 20.<J av.:rag.:. Folkins Craig Kolloff wer.: the rn-holder~ 
started out lh.: season a~ the of the gymnasti<:s t.:am's MVP 
number nine man hut wound up Jward. They wt·re major reason~ 
as a starter, while Williams became ltha<.:a had a 5-4 n:<.:ord this sea~on 
llha..:a·~ sn:ond all-time/>r 11~ tirst w111111ng ..:ampa1gn 
rebounder. ~ 1965. 
On th<.: Jumor Varsity level, Freshman Bill Hoefer. who 
freshman guard Charky Johnson ranked JS the numbL·r two ~1de 
and frosh forward Mark Ganky, horse man. and freshman Bru<.:L' 
the I-:! men in s..:onng, were Murray, who wa~ number on..: on 
l.'o-witmers of th.: Mo~t Valuable still rings and in total pomts, were 
award. Sophomor.: John Smith, the Most lmprovi:d and Unsung 
the number three s..:orer and top Hero, respectively. 
rebounder, wa~ the Most 
M IAA Information 
by Dave Rives 
The Golf and Tennis dinics 
officially open the M.I.A.A. 
~cason here on April I. 43 team 
rostcrs, representing 
.1pproximately 635 mcn were 
turned in at the organizational 
,oft ball meeting on the 28th. 
·\ pproximately 28 students 
1urncd up for the badminton 
tourney to be started next week. 
l"he i:ompletc hst of softball 
10.:ams and <.:aptam~ is as follows: 
Team 
Professional League 
l'h1 Lam 'B' 
l'h1 Lam',\· 
lk,1rdo.:d Clam~ 
lll·lta Kappa 'A· 
I hl· lnvincibk 
llukic String~ 
\I~ ,ti..: Kmghb 
,,1 the Sea 
Captain 
Steve Bell 
Barry Ec·ko.:nthal 
Dav,: Washburn 
Bob Mukian 
Kevm Hastings 
T1111 Lunney 
Stl'VC For11111.:lwll.• 
AB BA's 
Scrappers 
Keep It In 
Carl Braun 
Wally Powers · 
Nick Nickson. 
Sneeze Weeds lgcr Orloski 
Champs '71 Steve Alpert 
Daffy Du..:ks Bill Stilan 
Your Knicker~ Hannibol's Army Abby Nash 
Peach Fuzz Rohhy Stevens Chacaehas Ru~ty Flook 
Reefer~ Jerry John5ton Mellow Fellows Jim Eckert 
Queer Wing Richard Dimarco D K. Roomc~ Bruce Graye 
Lobotomy Todd Wigder Willy & the Poor Boys Ed Burn~ 
T1mdcrloin Boys Jeff Randall D.K. Young Blood Cha~ Hagstrand 
Snoids Andy Salzberg Phi Mu Alpha Dave Pohl 
The Baby Ruth~ Jeff Bloom Sea Hunt Walton Amey 
Talcott Tod~ Stu Weinberg The Amazrn·~ Miko.: Donnelly 
Gay Ninetie~ Bnan Chafin Shinola Shitm1ttcrs Miko.: Connelly 
Di~ea~o.:d Posst•ssed Bru..:e Marino 
The Hot Flashe~ Dan Vetter 
Phi F. Hose and 7 Co. Tom Villa 
College League 
W1i11ard Trm:k111g Co. ~1gel Vealo.:r 
lngl'llllo's ldiob Bill lngemto 
·1 TA\ Bob Reid 
Clarkl' HJII 0. D.S. Bob Marx 
Sma..:k 
Dem-Bear~ 
t .an don BravL·~ 
Doug Jone~ 
Dan Kennedy 
Fr"" ,near 
Bowling Leader.. 
Mon. t..ight Men·~ llantl1,ap 
Talcott:! 35 15 .700 
Fri. Night l\hxed Douhk, 
Silve1-BIUL' Bullets 44 I h 733 
Bog,irl B(iwhng Ll·,1g11l· 
Pin Pal, 34 21 .li20 
Thurs. '.'i1ght Mo.:n\ lland1cap 
Fix1t Quick, 54 33 .627 
r--~~J"'J"'.,..,.,.~.,..,..,...,.,..,..,.,.,..,.,~,..,.,..,..,.,.,.,.,...,..,..,..,../.,../4 
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IC, Albany Rank'ed 
As Teams To Beat 
In NND Lacrosse 
llhJ,,' Collq!, .. 111tl Alban} 
SialL' Wl'fl' the· l"ll·L'h,1111p, ,ii thl' 
\01 l h<'rn ;,.;e\, Y<lrl-. l .1cross,· 
DJ\J.,Jllll rn I <11 I. ,Jlld ,ll'l'OlllJJJ!! )ti 
prL·-~ea,011 ,·,t111talt·, ,, di h,· th,· 
to.:.1111~ lo lll'al 111 I '17 2 
l;nder u1ad1 Bill W,11l·. ltllal'a 
h;J, hl'l'n ihl' SL'llllr/!l' OI lhl' :\'-,I) 
'>llll'l' l'll( l'rlllg L"Olllpl"lllJOJl Ill 
I 'lh'I )(' h.1~ \\ l)Jl .di IX D1, JSJ()Jl 
~tarts. ty111!! for till' 111k 111 I 'l<i<J 
,11Hl '71 and w11111111g Jl outright 111 
I '170 I h1, sL·a~on W,lll' h.1~ ,0111,· 
lilll' l,tlcnl Jl'lurn111!!. 1ndud111!! th,· 
D1vn,011·, lop l\\<l ,corL·t, I.isl 
\'l'ar ·1l'd c;rl'\'l'!> .111t1 J1111 Sh;m. 
iilu!> 1111tlf1eldo.:1 John l\lorton .111d 
tll'fo.:11~0.:111an Jim Spano. I h,· loss 
ol ~!\I) All·St.Jr T1111 ('ulkn 111 
goal could po'>l' .1 prohkm 
Alban} Stall' lo,l'!> ,0111,· top 
,corn,. hut thero.: .tre pknly "' 
vl'lcran~ ba..:k to makl' anolhL·r 
~lrong run al lhl' lilk ·1 ho.: kc·}' 
rel urneL'S Jrl' atta..:kman Lan} 
Smith and Tom lle1•;(er .• 1 lop 
goaltendt·r. M1dd1l'~ Bair} Sadotf 
and Jl'll O'DonnL·II arl' ,olitl 
playt·r~ for Alha11} 
St. L,1wren,·c·, wh1L'11 gaVL' 
ltha<.:a ,1 ro.:,tl !>Care 111 I 'J7 I. ha, ,1 
hmt of relurn111g vell'ran~ kd hy ,1 
. ,trong 1111df1dd cont1ngt·nl or 
S,ott Mt·n,.ic~. Bob Demuth and 
John Dutord. Atlackman Steve 
Rice mu~! I ill l ht· shol·~ of Bill 
(;andy 1! the Lames ,ire lo 
ovo.:rtake tho.: other c:onto.:ndo.:r, 
DL'len~l· JIHI goJI aro.: tho.: h1g 
quest ton marl,.~ a, the ~ea~on 
ho.:gin~. 
Clarkson 1s given the rok of 
dark ho~L' 111 this fa~t·developing 
Division. Coach Ron Co.:rvas10 's 
young to.:a111 of I '171 began to Jell 
lale 111 !ht· ~ea~on and with his lop 
t h r l' e ~ c o· r l' r s 
ro.:turn1ng attJ<.:klllL'n Rick 
Slt·ven~ and Jerry Kemp and 
nudf1eldt·r Paul Boveo.: they i:ould 
he tough to handle. DL'fen~eman 
Steve Warr and goJlio.: fiary 
H1t:key art· posit1vo.: fJdor~ .11 that 
l'nd of l ho.: field 
M,1 ny coJL"hL·, 111 l hL' D1v1,1011 
loo!-. lor Brockport lo hl· .1 darl-. 
h,ir'><· 111 the 1a,l' I hl· one-two 
pundt lll Su,ll S11111h .111tl John 
(;rllOS'>O llll ,Jll.td, IS ,I ~()lid Olll'. 
I hl'fl' 1, ,11,o pknly ol l,tlenl on 
ddt·n,l· .ind 111 !!"·ii \\ llh John 
'.\l·lt1 .rnd c;ral'lltl' I"'' 
S1l·n.1 ,, di ,·nt.11111} hl· hl·.trd 
lrom wllh 1110,l l'\'l'l} hod} ha,·J... 
ktl I~} '>l,llltl<llll lkknsl'lll,111 J,1\ 
Cnnnor, ln1unl', hurl ~1,·11,1 111 
1•1,1. h111 II .ill 1, hc·,tlnl. ( (),Ldl 
Russ l·l'fri,· 1,·,1111 ,,di I,,· ,1 IPugh 
<,nc 
Rod1,·,1,·1 I ,·,h .d,o 1dkd_l,1tl' 
I.isl Sl",IS!III .. 111d should 111.11..,· 
f ll I I h l' I , t I Id l's 111 I q 1 2 
ll.111w1cl.. h.1, .1 Ill.Id pf \c'll·ran, 
h,1, I.. plt1s ,0111l' !!""" lrl·,h111,·n. 
.111d «lltld !!lVl' l'\l'l}lllll' Ith 
h,·101,· I he ,l·,1,"11 ,·nd, 
( , l' 11 ,. Sl' ll \\ I 11 .ti'< l I I l'i d ,I II 
,'\p,·ri,·n,,·d ll'.1111 I he Kn1gh1, 
h,l\l' ,I sPlid ,kll'llSl". ,I lop '>C0 0rl'r 
Ill \J( ·\flhlllllll ,llld ,Ill Jil-sl,11 
1111dt1L·ltl,·r 111 J1111 :\l.1dkv11 I 
\llr,·d \\ 111 hl· 111ud1 improved. 
h,l\'111!! lo,( llllh lllll" ,t.1rln. r1tt·11 
,1ll.1,l ll'.1l11r111g R.ilph R1,,hm.rn 
.111d lhn l·nn.111d,·1 ,hPuld h,· 
protl11l'l1,,· 
ll.111ulto11 hJ, ,om,· p1ohk111s 
tlul' lo gr.1dual1011 .111d 1n_1une~. 
hut thl're ;1rl' l'nough Vl'h ,IIHI 110.:v. 
tro,h lo g1v,· ,oad1 Mann} Son 
Schilll·r ~omo.: hopl' for Jn 
1111Jlf0Velllt'nl lll 1'172 
In lhl· co.1<.:hl·~ pre-~l·a~on poll, 
Ithaca rankl'tl fir~l. Alb..tn} '>l'l"tllltl 
and St. l..awrl'lll't' third rJ1c·y 
Wl'rl' followed 111 ortlL'J h} 
BroL·kporl, Clark~on. G,·m·sL'O, 
llartw1L·I-.. S1t·nJ. RIT. All1l·d ,111d 
Han11lto11. 
I 
.. 
- - -
11+11 LIQUOR 
:llltl WINl-. 
LIQUORS AT 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
NEAREST STORE TO 
CAMPUS 
21 X l-.. STATE ST. 
TEL. AR-2211 I 
NEED A 
PLUMBER? 
DIAL AR 3-3393 
DONOHUE 
HALVERSON 
707 Willow Ave. 
I 
I 
I 
~ · A N N O U N C I N. G i ~ 0 UR i 10111111111 YOUR I I § I i GRAND OPENING i 
~ * I § * T H E NEW W O R K S S~ i ~ SOUL f"'OOD ltd. § ~ 2 73-5 6 ()() 1· ~ Fl:A TURING: 
CHITLIN'S § 
BARBEQUE SPARE RIBS § 
SOUTHERN CHICKEN ~ 
p I G'S F E E T I 
COLLARD GREENS § i § BLACK - EYED PEAS 
§ SWEET POT ATOE PIE 
I / 54 east state street 
i••1a111~~~11aooo~;cooaaa~o~D1Daaa11aana11aa11aoc· 
FUTURE I 
Hi 
•••••• 
A)DRAFTED 
BJ LAW SCHOOL 
C)A VIATOR 
DJ GROUND 
OFFICER 
ALL BUT "A" CAN BE VOURS 
WITH NO ON CAMPUS 
COMMITMENTS 
I 
1_5 A J WASTED CO/,LEGE EDUC-t 110:\' 
BJ DEfl:'RMENT WI/ILE/,\' SCI/OOL: RLGl:J..-IR i 
l'ROMOT/Oi\'S WI/ILL' //V SC/1001,; .\'O SC/1001, i!=== 
YEAR 0/JLIGA T/0.1\'S. I! 
CJ FLIGIIT l'A Y: 1/EUCOl'TER.\' OR .!/:TS. \D 
SCI/OOL YEAR OBUGA TIONS ~ 
DJ /:'NTER PROGRAM AS FR.OSI/. GOOD SAi.ARY ii 
lt1/'0N GRA/JU.4 710N: NO SCHOOL YE-ti~ 
OBUGA T/ONS 
IIIIIIC 
THE MARINES ARE LOOKING 
FOR A FEW GOOD MEN 
CHECK OUT 11/E PROGRAMS: 4 & 5. APRIL /972 
9 AM - 3 PM. l/BRAR Y 
BE SURE TO INQUIRE ABOUT THE FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE AND FREE PILOT'S LICENSE PROGRAMS. 
. , . .. I ... ;., .;,. .,. I. . ·i. 
.. ~ ..... ;.i . 
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Season Opens April 9 
Baseballers Will Rely On Speed For '72 Season 
by Phil Chardis 
It ha1.:a College goes into its .. 
3llth year of varsity 1.:ompetition 
on A prd lJ. with a con~plete 
record of 386 wms, 114 losses, 
Jnd four tics, which means that 
the Bombers wm more than 76% 
of the t1111l'. That's pretty good m 
Jnybody 's league. The season 
opens at Penn State with a 
doubleheader. and the first home 
game 1s April 12 with East 
Stroudshurg. 
better fielder, but Kaplun can hit 
with power ( .469 for J V's). 
Second base: Already wrapped 
up by team captain Geoff Wright. 
"Hawk" will be a great leader and 
has yet to make an error in his 
two seasons. He has also batted 
.500 for the Blue (7 for 14 ). 
Back-up will come from junior 
Mike Borne and sophomore John 
Kot. 
Third base: Dick Collins shared 
the spot last year with Paul 
Thomson and this year Paul can't 
play hccause of medical reasons.· 
Collins hatted over .300 last year, 
and should start with Borne as a 
back-up. 
takes over as No. I man and has a 
great fast ball and an improving 
curve. A major-league prospect. 
Nos. 2 and 3 will probably be Dan 
Vogel and .Mike Mazzei, both 
curve ball artists. Behind them the 
battle will be between Kurt 
Wolfgruber, Bob Austin, Gary 
Sml.th, Bill Adams, Scott 
Hamilton, and Pete Trifoso for 
the other varsity positions. 
There's a big lack of experience-, 
with only Paterniti and Vogel 
being involved in extensive varsity 
action. 
Coach Carp Wood seem~ to 
never fail to come up with the 
winning combination, but this 
year JU~t might he a little tougher 
than the others. Besides the 
cxpei.:ted losses due to graduation, 
the Bombers lost all-star shortstop 
Skip Borowii.:z to the Cincinnati 
Reds at the end of last :-eason. and 
prohably the best pitcher m 
Ithaca hi~tory. Paul Patterson. 
~1gned h1~ protc~s1011al i.:ontract 
with the Ch1i.:ago White Sox 'after 
the January drJft. These losses 
leave the Bombers a little thm. 
but let'~ go around the positions 
and sec how 11 looks. 
Shortstop: Borowicz 1s gone, 
but freshman Jimmy Doherty 
should be able to take over. He 
started all the fall baseball games, 
and proved he could do the job. 
Reserves arc Bame, frosh Lou 
Conte. and soph Bobhy Driscoll. 
Left field: John Timmins has 
been great in a reserve role for 
Ithaca for the past two years, and 
now is ready to start. Behind 'him 
arc Jim DiStefano and also frosh 
Boh Didsbury. Hollowell or· 
pitcher Craig Paterniti (a fine hit-
ter) could step in if necessary. 
Leyden's job with a solid .277 last· 
year. Once again Hollowell can 
hack-up here. 
to start. Ht! 's a fine hitter with 
good defcnsiye skills. Two 
freshmen, Jim Volkmar and 
Marvin Otto could develop fast. 
leaving Daddio free for outfield 
duty. 
Carp Wood calls this a 
rebuilding year, and the biggest 
challenge of his coaching career. 
This is not a team which can rely 
on experience or power to pull 
them through. It's a team that will 
make a lot of mistakes, but will 
improve with the experience of 
the season. With the tough 
schedule, it will take a lot of 
top-notch baseball to maintain the 
IC winning ways. One thing the 
team will be is exciting, and with 
eight home dates before the end 
of school (including three 
doubleheaders) there's plenty of 
time for everyone to take a good 
look. Once again Ithaca will aim 
for the NCAA play-offs. 
Right field: . Will probably be 
junior Tom Ciccolclla after a fine 
year for the JV's. Other outfield 
candidates will again be in reserve. 
First hasc: A .hattle of Juniors 
bctwccn Dave Hollowell and Rii.:h 
Kaplun. with a little edge to 
Hollowell hccausc of a year of 
varsity experic_!li.:C. Dave is the Ccntcr field: Looks like Denny 
Catching: Joe Daddio backed 
up Dom Gaudioso last year, and 
has the ability and the know-how 
Pitching: Stretch leaves a huge 
hole in the r.Qtation, and here's 
where the prohlem lies. Just not 
enough depth. Craig Paterniti 
Walkabout - Outdoor Sports 
" .. . Over There, Over There. • • 
,, 
by Al Brassloff 
This week we'll leave off equipment 
and let you try out canteens. ponchos 
and snowshoes to your heart's content 
without fear that some new and better 
piece will he rnvcrcd this week or that. 
I'll tag on the end of the i.:olumn a small 
note about a deadly flaw that has been 
recently discovered in that cquipment 
for whkh you just completed the 
payments. No, this week I want lo write 
about a place. In regards to this place, 
most of us rcscmbk my grandmother 
who i.:an never find her glasses as they 
sit undctel·tcd on her nose. Bchmd our 
campus lies one of the most glorious 
and comfortabk forest~ and yet it 
remains virtually unusl·d and we travel 
two and three hours by car to find J 
nice park Ill wh1i.:h to hike. 
All you ~cc from cam pus 1s .1 ski 
slopl'. That in 1hl'lf 1~ not terribly 
cxc1tmg but behind it stretches a forest, 
l'l'olog1l·,illy spcaking I ~hould ~ay 
foresh. for more than two miles. You 
may have walked down the bull~~izcr 
road once or twice or sat on the 
water-tower and burned a joint in the 
setting sun and gone home content with 
a certain peace having been derived 
from the short, passing bond with the 
forest. But think of a forest as a 
business: the more you invest, the larger 
your dividends and forests remain 'blue 
chip' unless mankind takes over the 
board .of trustees. So_ we have got to 
make a large and deep investment to 
reap real profits from the source of 
enJoyment that these woods represent. 
I'm afraid some of it has to be paid out 
in occasional leg aches and some second 
wind hut most is in the firm of a 
spiritual committmcnt. 
Just from tlic point of view of 
wildlife you have got deer, fox. coon. 
skunk. squirrel ( reds and grays), 
cottontails. l'hucks. hawks. owls, 
pheasant, grouse and numerous other 
spccit!s of birds: Unfortunately, these 
animals an: very wary of humans, with 
great reason. and it will take a lot of 
effort an<l ~omc luck to sec many of 
them. I'hcrc arc also fivc or six different 
env1ronmcnts mtcrai.:tmg with each 
other in those two miles or so. There are 
pine forests, deciduous, marsh lands, 
open fields, scrub thickets and so on. 
You have a real variety for camping, and 
I have often used these different forests 
and terrains to test out tents or sleeping 
bags. I have seen other campers three 
times in the four years I have been 
going back there so density of 
population is nothing to get lathered up 
about. 
Perhaps now that I have 'plugged' 
our ·forest, I should put in the 
customary few words of caution. First, 
never go alone for a long hike. Whenever 
you do go out, tell someone reliable 
where you are going and when you 
expect to be back. Due to the variety of 
game mentioned, there is an enormous 
amount of hunting in these woods. This 
· means go cautiously about all times but 
particularly from October through 
Fchruary and don't go in un.less you 
stand out likt: neon signs and 
fluorescent billboards put together. If. 
you go with your dog, take your pet on 
a leash. Your dog can be shot without 
an_y questions asked-except your 
why?-if it is not on a leash. Another 
point to remember is this: the land is 
not the college's; much of it is privately 
owned. It is not posted land but respect 
it as if it were your own. Don't trample · 
down fences, destroy trees and plants or 
litter. If you build a fire use your brains 
before lighting it and use a lot of water 
and stirring before leaving it. The best 
rule of thumb I've found to go by in the 
woods is "leave the place better than 
you found it". That means take a rusted 
shotgun shell out with you or stuff a 
. crumpled beer can in your pocket and 
save it for the dorm garbage can. 
One more word. This land borders on 
the college and as such is potentially 
valuablt! for construction of new 
facilities and habitations. I will not say 
point blankly and absolutely: never let 
the college build back there! They will 
one day. But make sure it will be worth 
what you as outdoor people will be 
losing. Which do I remember most 
vividly? The buck and two docs I 
spotted there last December or friends 
Hall? Which will I remember 20 years 
from now? 
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SUMMER SESSION COURSES OF INSTRlUCTiOIN72.Poge 2I 
S·UMMER SESSION I 
JUNE 5-JULY 7 
Credits 
Accounting 
105 
Biology 
107 
3 
4 
Business Administration 
342 3 
Chemistry 
111 
I 13 
Drama 
399 
Economics 
201 
351 
352 
Education 
3 
I 
TBA 
3 
3 
3 
400 3 
English 
101 3 
205 3 
312 3 
History 
IOI 3 
201 3 
Mathmatics 
105 3 
111 4 
Modern Foreign Languages 
101 3 
201 3 
IOI 3 
.Philosophy 
203 3 
Physical Education 
334 3 
336 2 
437 2 
Physical Therapy 
381 3 
Physics 
121 4 
240 3 
Political Science 
212 3 
342 3 
430 3 
Psychology 
205 
210 
Sociology 
332 
349 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Speech Path-Aud. 
203 3 
302 3 
Television-Radio 
IOI 3 
102 3 
221 3 
232 3 
Principles of Accounting I 
Form and Function in Biology 
Computer Application in 
Business 
Fundamentals of Chemistry 
Chemistry Laboratory 
Days 
M-F 
Lecture M-F 
Lab. M,W,F 
M-F 
M-F 
M,W,F 
Summer Theater Workshop TBA 
Principles of Economics M-F 
GoRmm~tffldBu~nm M~ 
Contemporary Economic Issues M-F 
Freedom, Authority and 
Responsibility in Education 
English Composition 
Intro. to Lit.-American 
Dramatic Literature 
The Development of 
Western Civilization I 
American History to 1865 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
Mathematics for Decision Making M-F 
Calculus I M-F 
Elementary French 
lntermidiate French 
Elementary Spanish 
Critical Thinking 
Physiology 
Kinesiology 
Safety Education 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
Lecture M-F 
Lab. W,F 
Lecture M-Th 
Lab. W,F 
M-Th 
Times 
I 0:00-11 :30 
8:00-9:30 
9:30-12:00 
12:00-1 :30 
8:00-9:30 
9:30-12:00 
TBA 
2:00-3:30 
8:00-9:30 
4:00-5:30 
10:00-1 I :30 
8:00-9:30 
12:00-1 :30 
2:00-3:30 
8:00-9:30 
I 0;00-1 I :30 
2:00-3:30 
2:00-3:30 
3:45-4: 15 
I 0:00-1 I :30 
12:00-1 :30 
2:00-3:30 
10:00-11 :30 
8:00-9:30 
9:30-1 2:00 
2:00-3:30 
9:30-1 2:00 
12:00-1 :30 
Kinesiology Lecture M,W,F,9:30-12:00 
Lab T,Th 9:30-1 2:00 
Fundamentals of Physics I 
Why The Sky is Blue 
and All That 
Comparative Politics 
.Urban Politics 
Soviet Politics 
General Psychology-Development 
Educational Psychology 
Deviant Behavior 
Comparative Societies 
Intro. To Speech Correction 
Diagnostics And Appraisal 
Broadcast Operations-Radio 
Broadcast Operations-T. V. 
Mass Media 
Broadcast Journalism 
Lecture M-F 
Lab M,W,F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
8:00-9:30 
9:30-1 2:00 
2:00-3:30 
I 0:00-11 :30 
2:00-3:30 
12:00-·) :30 
8:00-9:30 
12:00-1 :30 
I 0:00-1 I :30 
12:00-1 :30 
2:00-3 :30 
8:00-9:30 
I 2:00-1 :30 
2:00-3:30 
I 0:00-1 I :30 
4:00-5 :30 
MINI SESSION 
JULY 10-JULV 22 
Physical Education 
480 2 
Po&tical Science 
210 3 
·.-~ 
Athletic Training and 
Injuries 
Contemporary Political Issues 
M-S 3:30-5:15 
M-S 1 :15-4:30 
SUMMER SESSION II 
JULY10-AUGUST 11 
Accounting 
106 3 
493 3 
Chemistry 
112 
114 
Drama 
IOI 
221 
352 
399 
Economics 
3 
I 
2 
2 
3 
TBA 
202 3 
325 3 
Education 
301 3 
411 3 
English 
101 3 
102 3 
206 3 
312 3 
372 ' 3 
460 3 
History 
102 3 
202 3 
242 3 
308 3 
359 3 
Mathematics 
108 4 
112 4 
311 3 
341 3 
t>rinciples of-Accountmg 
Tax Accounting 
Fundamentals of Chemistry 
Chemistry Laboratory 
Stagecraft 
Stage Voice 
History of the Theatre 
Summer Theatre Workshop 
Principles of Economics 
Public Finance 
Principles of Modern Education 
Philosophical and Historical 
Foundations of Education 
English Composition 
English Composition 
Intro. to Lit.-American 
Modern American Drama 
Modern American Novel 
Seminar in 20th Century English 
Literature 
'The Development of Western 
C'ivilazation II 
American History Since I 865 
The Far East II 
The United States As a World 
Power II 
Studies in Italian History 
Calculus For Decision Making 
Calculus II 
Intro. to Computer Science 
Statistics 
M-F 
M-F 
Lecture M-F 
Lab M,W.F 
M-Th 
M-Th 
M-F 
TBA 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M·F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
10:00-11 :30 
8:00-9:30 
8:00-9:30 
9:30-12:00 
10:00-11 :30 
2:00-3:30 
12:00-1 :30 
TBA 
2:00-3:30 
12:00-1:30 
10:00-11 :30 
12:00-1 :30 
I 0:00-1 11 :30 
2:00-3:30 
12:00-1 :30 
2:00-3:30 
4:00-5:30 
)0:00-11 :30 
8:00-9:30 
I 0:00-1 I :30 
12:00-) :30 
2:00-3:30 
4:00-5:30 
2:00-3:30 
2:00-3:30 
3:45-4: 15 
12:00-1 :30 
10:00-1 I :30 
Modem Foreign Languages 
I 02 3 Elementary French M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
10:00-1) :30 
12:00-1 :30 
2:00-3:30 
202 3 Intermediate French 
491 3 Seminar French 
102 3 
491 :t 
499 3 
Philosophy 
201 3 
Physical Education 
335 3 
336 I 
·441 2 
444 
Physical Therapy 
321 4 
Physics 
122 4 
Political Science 
211 3 
420 3 
Psychology 
203 3 
261 3 
525 3 
Sociology 
201 . "3 
324 3 
351 3 
Speech Path-Aud. 
201 3 
371 3 
382 3 
493 3 
Television-Radio 
I I I 3 
222 3 
241 3 
312 3 
Elemantary Spanish 
Seminar Spanish 
Linguistics: Independent 
Study 
Intro. to Philosophy 
M-F 
M-F 
W-F 
M-F 
8:00-9:30 
12:00-1 :30 
4:00-5:30 
4:00-5:30 
Lecture M-F 8 :00-9: I 5 
Physiology I ab. W.F 9:30-12:00 
Swimming TBA TBA 
Physical Inspection and Community M-Th 12:00-1 :30 
Exercise Physiology Lecture M-Th 2:00-3 :30 
Physiology 
Fundamentals of Physics 11 
American Government 
Government and Politics of 
the Middle East 
General Psychology-Mo!lva !Ion 
Social Psychology 
Advanced Educational Psychology 
Intro. to Sociology 
Social Stratification 
Sociology of Religion 
Anatomy and Physiology of the 
Speech an·d Hearing Mechanism 
Stuttering Disorders 
Basic Audiology 
Tutorial in Speech Science 
( Linguistics) 
Design and Production of 
Leaming Materials 
Mass Media 
Introduction to Photography 
Film Production 
Lab M.T 9:30-12:00 
Lecture M-F 
Lab. M.W.F 8 :00-9:30 9:30-12:00 
Lecture M-F 8:00-9:30 
Lab. M.W.F 9:30-12:00 
M-1-
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
!< :00-9:30 
12·00-1:30 
12:00-1 :30 
8 :00-9 :30 
2 :00-3 .30 
10:00-11.30 
4:00-5:30 
2:00-3 :30 
8:00-9:30 
10:00-11 :30 
2:00-3 :30 
4 :00-5:30 
4:00-5 :30 
10:00-11 :30 
2:00-3:30 
12:00-1 :30 
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Squmpnn Vs. Carro11 ·1n __ Prelim . _ 
Hicks Exhibition Tonight Gymnast:s FinUh Hectic Season As Winners 
by Alan T. Najar Tonight, Phi Epsilon Kappa, on in 1970. Kost ·s next bout is in of Baumann · but· his cat-like behalf of the Ithaca College Scranton, Pa. on April 15 at the reflexes and ;cute knowledge of 
Varsity Club, is sponsoring C~tholi~ _Youth Center. Hic~ie the boxing game coupled with a 
Tommy Hicks Night. Tommy will finish off the card with sharp right jab should prove him 
Hicks, an Ithaca College graduate T~mmy Del Rocco on three, two to be a most inter~ting opponent.. 
and ranked tenth by the World nunute records. Del Rocco now The main event is scheduled 
Boxing Association in the ,retired ~as a professional light for approximately 8:30 and will. 
The Ithaca College Gymnastics 
Team has just completed its first 
winning season since 1965-66. 
Considering that no one was sure 
there would be a team following_ 
for a first place, and Lee Multari 
won a third place with a score of 
5. 7. High bar was the final event, 
and IC lost to Oneonta here. 
Kolloff took another first place 
light-heavy weight division. is the heavyweight with a record of serve as a ten-round sparring 
main attract10n on the card which 34-8-1. exhibition featuring Ithaca's own 
is preceded by six preliminary Between rounds of the main Tommy Hicks along with his three 
bouts featuring area boxers. event. there will be an open mike sparring partners Chet Cashman. 
T h e f I rs t b o u t . t h e for one minute and at this time Tommy Kost, and Tommy Del 
one-hundred and twenty-five Tommy will answer any.questions Rocco. 
pound division will be between on boxing that the crowd wishes. Tommy Hicks, a former 
two Rochester boxer.., Willie Following the exhibition there 175-pound Open Golden Glove 
Adams and Mark Woods. Both will be an unlimited open mike Champ is currently ranked tenth 
were finalist~ m Troy, New York, where Hicks will answer any intheWorld,andisnowboxingin 
1 n the A. A. U. open division questions concerning Boxing, his the Lightheavyweight division and 
tourney. wclrk at the BOC ES Center or his carries a professional record of 
The second bout will again be future plans in boxing. Tickets for _18-6-3 into tonight's event. 
bet ween two boxers from the the charity exhibition can be 
Ro,hester area. Sonny Minigin, a purchased at the IC union. 
novice f1nal1st 1n the AAU Admission price is SI for General 
tournament. and fames Adams. an Ad m is s ion w i t h an IC 
open finalist 111 till' Troy, AAU identif1<.:at10n. S2 without. 
tourney. Ringside arc S2 with ID. and S3 
The following two. bouts will without IC 1dentifi,ation. Profits 
featurl' ftiur Bmghamton area from the exhibition will be turned 
boxer,. :",like Rundell ;ind Barry over to the IC Varsity Club to 
f·elton 111 the I JS pound d1v1s1on L'nablc them to haw their annual 
and Cheetah Murray and Freddie banquet and Tommy Hicks would 
Maine m tht· 145 pound da,,. like to turn lus pa centage over to 
I h c r, n h bout pll, Leland his favorite i:hanty. 
Jone~. an open division champion Then comes the 111 a in. 
111 the Buffalo Golden Gloves preliminary bout, featuring two 
('h;1mp1011\h1p held 111 Minnesota. Ithaca College students. John 
lk will try t<J match thl' llke~ of '"Johnny" Baumann_. IC's varsity 
ithacan Rick Johnson. football captain will tangle with' • 
Tommy's fm,I opponent will "Irish·• Duke Carroll. also a 
be Ithacan Chet Cashman. a local varsity football campaigner. 
boxing trainer and one-time Bauman. a Long lsl,rnd product 
Golden Glove Finalist m the and one-time NYS Golden Glove 
Buffalo area championship~. Hicks Champ. re-enters the ring after a 
Hollowell Is 
Cage Captain, 
will meet Cashman in three slight absence. He is an aggressive, l~ 
rounds at two minutes each. Then boxer. with a long reach who has• ., 
Tommy Kost will step in for four mastered the combination punch :-. 
three-minute rounds. Kost is to its fullest extent. Duke Carroll, '· 
undefeated in moe professional also a NYS Golden Glove winner, 
bouts and was a finalist in the hails from Elmira and has been Junior forward Dave Hollowell 
of Canisteo, New York, has been 
elected team captain for the 
I 9 7 2-73 edition of the Ithaca 
Basketball Bombers. Hollowell 
was the leading scorer for this past 
year's team, averaging 20.9 points 
per game, while also pulling down 
nine rebounds per contest. Dave 
set new school records for most 
field goals made in a season (200), 
and field goals attempted (444). 
He also tied the record for most· 
points in one season with 480. 
N a t i o n a I G o Id en G Io v e active in the sport for the past 
tournament in Las Vegas, Nevada seven years. Duke lacks the reach 
Let Tnc Snmy Ca, Bug Bite You 
FREE Car Wash & Dry 
(w1tn frllup over 15 qalS. ) 
Other dcab on ga, l11lup~ 
und·:r I 5 gals. 
Wl· _ulfrr prestone Jet"-a!. 
2 oz free with wasn 
B oz.~ l certs+ tax 
applied auring rinse cycle 
Protects I rom ,alt & sun 
GULF CAR WASH 
BICYCLES 
ITHACA· BIKE 
& HOBBY 
( Shepherds &iKe Shop) 
530W. STATE ST. 
open 9:30 to 
Fri. till 9 
272-5900 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
new location 
6 
CHINESE-AMERICAN FOOD 
118 W. State St. 
AR 2-7350 
Hollowell received honorable 
mention on this year's Little 
All-American Team and made 
several all-star teams. He has 
scored 789 points in his two 
varsity seasons, and has a chance 
at becoming the college's all-time 
leading scorer. In addition,· 
Hollowell, an Art Major, is 
battling for a starting position on· 
the varsity baseball team. 
Gymnast Craig Kolloff eas eliminated at the finals. 
Coach Eggleston 's resignation in with a 6.75 score. The final tally 
September, the season's results are was Oneonta I O I . I 0, Ithaca 
very gratifying. Even the financial 99. IS. and Trenton 84.70. Lee 
problems that plagued the team Multari took a third overall _place 
were eventually resolved, and the for the meet. 
gymnasts showed everyone that it The:· folio.wing day, the , 
was worth all the trouble. Bombers competed with East 
On February 25, the. Bombers Stroudsburg and lost by a score of 
travelled to Trenton State for a 135.75 to 105.85. Even though 
dual meet with Oneonta and Stroudsburg has traditionally been 
Trenton State. IC had lost by a powerful team, at this meet the. 
11.35 points to a strong Oneonta Bombers racked up their highest 
team in December, and IC again point total since the IC gymnasts 
lost to Oneonta, but this time it scored their highest point totals 
was by 1.95 points. However, the this season. In spite of the 
Bombers beat Trenton and- lopsided score, IC beat 
Oneonta in floor exercise. Lee Stroudsburg in vaulting, and Bill 
Multari, a team co-captain, Hoefer took-a second ·place here 
a first place with a 5.95 score. with an 8.4. Lee Multari won ·a 
Next, in the side h O rs e second place in floor exercise with 
competition, IC beat Trenton, but a 7.4. 
iost to Oneonta. One week later, IC was at the 
ln U\e still ring event, Bruce North At Ian tic Gymnastics 
Murray scored an impressive first League Championship Meet, also 
place victory with a 7.35 at East Stroudsburg. This was a 
performance. This was not enough nine team competition and Ithaca 
to keep IC from losing the event took a seventh place overall, 
to both schools, however. Then, beating Cortland State and 
the Bombers came back and Queens College. IC's score· was 
avenged the ring loss by beating 92.90. West Chester took first 
both schools in vaulting. Craig place with a score of 141 .35. A 
Kolloff, the other team co-captain power Blackout on Friday nignt 
captured an excellent 8.7 for caused a postponement of the 
second place, and Bill Hoefer first half of the meet until 
scored an 8.6 for a third place Saturday morning. When the 
win. lights still refused to work on 
IC also did very well in parallel . S _a t u rd a Y, the g Y ~ n as ts 
bars, again beating Trenton and d1s~sse~bled the equ1pmen!, 
Oneonta. Kolloff turned in a 7.4, earned 1t to another gym, set 1t 
· up, and went on with ·the meet: 
704 S. Meadow St. 
Rte. 13 
In Front Of New Westons 
open every day 8 am- 6 pm 
Friday nlle until 8:00 p.m. 
OPEN TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY 
NEW AND LARGER.FACILITlES 
TO SERVE YOU BEITER 
CARRY-Our SERVICE 
Ithaca Pl~ces Two 
On ICAC All-. 
(man}'. hands make lights work).' 
IC began the meet by taking 
seventh place in floor exercise, 
with Lee Multari turning in an 
eighth overall place. The Bombers 
next came in last in the side horse 
event, and seventh in the rings 
WHY BE ALONE? 
you art> amongst friends at: 
THE STATE DINER 
· 428 West St ate Street 
~ood food - generous port ions 
Open 24 Hours A Day 
ITHACA. .. \,IQ UOR ~ PLAZA i.~ . . ~',.()· 
,"' . OPENTILLMIDNIGHT -~~ ~ . . -uv <S> ···- ~. 
~),,: ' . . OPEN TILL TEN ~ '\ ~ 
• O.M.,.!9.!/Ji s,ofl1 cti IIT, 1:a , 
Star Team 
Ithaca College, RPI and St. 
Lawrence had two representatives 
each on the Independent College 
At hie tic Con fere nee All-Star 
'basketball team, which was 
announced today. The teams-are 
selected by the Conference 
coaches. 
Ithaca guard Paul Veronesi and 
forward Dave Hollowell were first 
team selections, along with RPI 
center Tom Neufer, St. Lawrence 
Jimmy Jenkins and Clarkson 
gnard Pete Ganley. Jenkins, who· 
worked at center this year,· 
received more votes than any· 
other front court man except 
Neufer, and for this reason was 
accorded team honors. The Larrie 
standout led th_e Conference in 
rebounding this season, and also 
scored· 13 points a game. 
Veronesi ranked fourth in 
scoring with a 20.3 average, 
Hollowell fifth at 18.9 and Neufer 
third at 20. 7. Ganley led the 
I CAC in scoring for the third 
straight season with a 25.1 mark. 
St. Lawrence's Bob Braunitzer 
and Mike Willbond of Hobart 
were the second team guards this· 
season. Alfred's Gar Zeitler gained 
honors at center, while RJP's Gary· 
Dubnansky and RIT's Pete Wilson 
were the forward selections.· 
Ganley's selection was his third 
during the starry career at 
Clarkson. Jenkins made the first 
team for the second straight year 
and Neufer, th.e only other . 
repeater, moved up to the first 
team from his second unit. 
position of last season. 
competition. In vaulting, Ithaca 
took a third overall place with 
Kolloff sharing a sixth overali. 
Craig was IC's only gymnast to 
reach the finals, but n·e 
unlortunately was eliminated 
there. The next event, parallel 
bars, saw tne Bombers take a sixth 
overall place, but no individual 
positions. And m the final event, 
high bar, IC took a seventh overall 
place, again with no individual 
honors. 
Now that the season has 
finished, Coach Russ Federman 
has named his awards as follows: 
Craig Kolloff and Lee 
Multarf-Most Valuable 
Performers; Hill Hoefer-Most 
Improved Performer; and Hruce · 
Murray-The Unsung Hero. 
Considering last year's 0-10 teaJn 
record and this year's S-4 record, 
both Federman and the· entire 
team deserve awards in all- of the 
above categories. Outstanding job1 
gentlemen! 
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• · BANKAMERICARD. 
• Perfect flash every time 
• 3 cubes with 4 flashes each 
LIMIT OF 2 PER CUSTOMER 88£.:~;: 
BUFFALO 
PHOTO ALBUMS 
• 10 large double- · 
~ided self adher- J99 
mg pages 
• For any size photo Reg. 
• Choke of designer 2.97 
covers 
For Your Easter Photos 
KEYSTONE EVERFLASH CAMERA 
With Built-In Eledronic Flash 
: ~;_:
0
rt~0f~~~~~~sfrom 2 reg. penlight bat·2g91n 
teries .., 
• Color corrected FS lens, double exposure 
prevention Reg. 
• Uses 126 film cartridges 39.97 
• • • -; f .. '... ., • • , ·, • ' 
The Ithacan, March 31, 1972, Page 23 
IMPERIA~ MAGIMATIC 
CAMERA OUTFIT .. 
• Black and white or color p~otos or slide; 
• No flash batteries, no lens settings 
• Uses 126 film cartridges 
• Made in the U.S.A. 
99 
Reg. 
12.97 
'' 
' ' ', . ~ 
;: ' 
' ~>,, 1', ": ' ' 
' '. 
POLAROID ·sQUARE SHOOTER .. lf 
The Good Time Camera 
• Instant color pictures 
• Price everyone can afford 
• Uses less expensive type 88 color 
· film 
lg99 Reg. 22.97 
KODAK COLOR FILM SUPER VALUES ON FILM 
• ex 126-20 20 color print film ~t>tc 
• For all instant load cameras ... ~1. 
LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER ~ .. 
leave Your Films With Us For 
QUALITY PHOTO FINISHING 
at DISCOUNT PRICES 
POLAROID COLOR FILM 
TYPE 88 LIMIT·2 EACH 
• For use with square shooters PER CUSTOMER 
• For most other models 
POLAROID COLOR Fl°LM 
TYPE 108. 
For most other models 
LIMIT 2 EACH PER CUSTOMER 
211.¥. 
3.27 
.,. 
iJ!.~7 
.. -.~ ••• ,..i. ,... .. .... ·"· ' ' "'- ,. - ........ " ·.,: ... ••,'."I~'• I·-:..'-·,-·~ '• • •- • ,, 
A Hom ._ 
theoald 
new. world of 
W\\\\ensalC 
u\\\\"d 
'lf°"!,;. 
. ~ ~ .. .:,. 
'.!,~ 
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The Original DOLBY Cassette 
Tape Deck 
! Wollensak Model 4760 
, 
Featuring High Performance. Incorporating 
The Patented "DOLBY SY STEM" Of Noise 
Reduction. 
High-Torque AC Motor • Cassette Guardian • Fully Automat.ic 
-End of Tape Shut Off • Oversized Balanced Capstan Flywheel 
• .Illuminated Dual VU Meters • 35-15,000 Hz -±. 2db • Signal To 
Noise Ratio Better Than 54db • Made in U.S.A. • Complete With: 
Audio Cables, Scotch® "High Energy" C-60 .Cassette • . 
• Tape Cleaner Cassette• Dolby Switch • Tape Bias Switch 
. s279so • Nobody knows more IJbout sound-on tape or has more 
experience in tape rf!cording than 3M Company .......... . 
.I 
,e I 1011 
Ithaca, New York, March 31, 1972 
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Tlte circus in Ithaca - pure theatre of human motion 
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